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BIOGRAPHYOF PROF.BRATISLAVMILOVANOVIC

Prof. Bratislav Milovanovii was born in Rosica,
Serbia,in 1948.IIe receivedthe 8.5., M.Sc-and the Ph'D'
degrees from the Faculty of Electronic Engineering,
Universityof Ni{ in 1972,1975snd 1979,respectively'From
1g7g till 1985 he worked as s researchfellow, research
assistant,assistant and assistantprofessor at the sarne
faculty. In 1985, he was extraordinarily promoted to
associateprofessor,and in D9A ke becamea full professor'
From 1994. he fs a Head of the Department of
Telecommunications.
As a researchfellow and teacherhe participatedin the realizationof the teaching
processaf 12 sabjectsat the undergraduatestadiesand 77 subieetsat the postgraduate
^studies.
as well as a
He founded a teachinglaboratory(Laboratoryfor hyperfrequencies),
researchlaboratory (Laboratoryfor microwavetechniqueand satellitetelevision).Prof.
4 PhD theses,10 MSc thesesand
Milovanovii is an author of two textbooks.He supervised
about80 diplomapapers.
The main are&sof his scientific interestsare microwavetechniqueand satellite
He is the author of 245 scientift.cpapers,and 28 of them werepublished
comrnunications.
73
in the world-knownjowrnals, 70paperswerepresentedat the intemationalconferences,
paperswerepublishedin the Yugoslavjournals, etc. Also,he is an editor of 4 proceedings
of conferences(2 of tkem are the internstional ones).He is a reviewerof nnanyworldleading internationaljournals and conferences,u memberof the Editorial Board of the
internationaljournal "Facta [Jniversitatis- Series:Electronicsand Energetics" and the
journal "Electronics" (Republicof Srpska).As a chairma.nor memberof the program
committees,ke gave the signift.cant contribution to the organization of scientific
conferences and meetings (TE LSIKS,TELF OR, ET RAI'{,YU IN F O, J UZn q.
Prof. Milovanovif w&sa heail of over 20 projectsin thefield of fundaffientsl and
According to the criterion of the Ministry of Scienceand Technology
appliedresearches.
of the Republic of Serbia, he is one of the most successfulresearchersin the ft.eld of
electrical engineering and inforrnationtechnologies.
In 1993,Prof. Milovanovii organizedthe conferenceon telecommunicationsin
modernsatellite,cable and broadcastingservices- TELSIKS, which is an International
IEEE conferencefrom 1997 and gathersa great nurnberof international and Yugaslav
experts.Prof. Milovanovif is a mernberof severalinternationaland national organizations
and societies.He was a vice-deanin the periodfrom 1989-1991,and u deanfrom 19941998.IIe is a Presidentof the AdministrativeCommitteeof Ei-Holiling Co. NiI. He wasa
memberand vice-presidentof the Board for Electrical Engineering in the Ministry of
Scienceand Technologyof the Republicof Serbia.
Prof. Milovanovii was awardedmany prizes, such as the annual prize af RadiotelevisionBelgrade, the Octoberprize of the town of Nii for results achievedin the
of SATV equipment,the medallionof the Universityof Ni{, and manyothers.
development
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PREFACE
I would.l.iketo expressmy greatpleasureas well as to emphasizethat I am honored'
by the invitation of the Dean of the Faeulty of Electrical Engineering in Banialaka,
prof.Dr. Branko Doki6, the editor of thejoumal Electronics,the scientificperiodicalof the
IJniversityin Banjaluka,to be a guest-editorof this issueof thisiournal.
The collaborationbetweenthe Facalty of ElectricalEngineeringin Banialuka and
the Faculty of Electronic Engineering in Nii is an example of a really successful
cooperationthrough manyyears. Tkis has begunwitk the collaborationof fellow students
oy ikesefaculties, through the participation in training the teachingstaff, and up to the
partnership in scientific-researchactivities. Here, I would like to emphasizethe
of thesetwofacwltiesin the scientifi.cconferences
participationof teachersand.associates
(IndustrtalEnergetics,MIEL, and TELSIKS).
The teachersand associatesof the Faculty of Electrical Engineeringin tsanialuka
and their paperswerevery
werethe permanentparticipantsof the TELSIKS conferences,
of their continuousand
result
the
interestiig for the scientists
from tke whole world. As
uurrnrrTolparticipation in TELSIKS conferences,as the gaest-editoro.fthis issueof the
journal Elictronics and the ProgrammeCommitteeCkairrnan of the internationalIEEE
Scientific ConferenceTELSIKS'I|, I have d.ecidedto selectthe papersfrom this year's
Conference.
The 4th International IEEE Conference on Telecommunicationsin Modern
Satellite,Cable, and BroailcastingSemices- TELSIKS'99 was held at the Facalty of
ElectronicEngineeringof the Univeristyof Nii, Yugoslavia,from October13 throagh 75'
Iggg. Starting from the first TELSIKS Conferenceheld in 1993, up to this year's
Conferencr, iht scientific and organizing levels of TELSIKS conferenceswere in the
continuousascent.The latest TELSIKS Conference,held in the extremelybad post'war
for presentation(23
conditions,had a really htgh scientificlevel, 748paperswereaccepted,
of them wereinvitedpapersby the authorsfrom 20 countrieg. The technicalsponsorships
iere obtainedfrom XEEEMicrowaveTheoryand.TechniqaeSocietyWTT'S), Antennas
and propagation Society(AP-S), IEEE CommunicationsSociety(ComSoc),and IEEE
R.egionE as wett.In addition,for thefirst time, the ConferenceProceedingsis acceptedas
an IEEE pablicationthis Year.
Thepapersfrom thefielit af VF and microwaveelectronics,presentedat this year's
Conference,werechosenfor this issue.Thesepaperswerewritten by the awthorsfrom the
U.S.A.,Japan, Germany,Republic of China, Republic of Srpska and Yugoslavia,with
original scientificcontribations,and 5 of them wereinvitedpapers.Most of thepapersare
irnprovedversionsof manuscriptspresentedat this year's Conference.
I would like to thank the authors of the paperswho have acceptedmy choice of
papers
with pleasure,andpreparedmanuscriptsfor publishingin veryshortperioil of time.
-I
hopethat-this issueaf the jaurnal Electronicswill contribateto the further increasein
the icienffic repatation of Electronicsand to the standing of the Faculty of Elefirical
in Banjaluka.Sincetr am certainthat it will really happen,I will be happyif I
Engi.rceering
contributeto it as a guest-editorB. D. Milovanovi(
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LARGE SIGNAL CHAR.ACTERIZATIOI{ OF HETERO"IUNCTION
BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
Akhil GarlaPati,Sheila Prasad
NortheasternUniversity, Boston, USA.
Abstract -A large signal Ebers-Moll model for the
analysis of an AIGaAs/GaAs Heteroiunction Bipolar
Transistor (HBT) is presented. The parasitic elements
of the equivalent circuit are extracted from the s.parometer measuremenls under cutoff bias
conditions. A semi-analytical approach is used to
extract the intrinsic poranxeters of the small signal
equivalent circuit. The equivalent circuit element
parameters are evaluated from the frequency
dependent scattering parameters measured under
ntittiplt bias. Only a few elements were evaluated
Appropriate
from the numerical optimisation.
equations given by device physics are fitted to the
bias variation of intrinsic paranxetersso that the large
signaLparameters can be extracted.

is more physically meaningful than the circuit with
the n topology. The different combinations of the
lumped elements added to the intrinsic HBT circuit,
as seen in Fig. 1, are used to more accurately
characteize the frequency responseof the HBTs'
Fig. 2 depicts the physicai significance [5] of each of
the circuit elements in Fig. 1. The active portion of
the HBT is modeled using C6, ,C 6s, rs, a, Rb"
a n d C p , w h e r eo = ,

r

\.!t,

l+iflfc,

s-iar. crp isthedc

value of the ffanspoft factor, T is the collector current
transit time and fo is the cr 3dB f'requency' The
contact resistance and emitter region resistance
comprise RE, the extrinsic emitter resistance.The

I.INTRODUCTION
I{eterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT's) are
presently used in many high frequency power
appiications because of their high cutoff frequency,
cuffent handiing capability and breakdown voltage.
Hence, a detailed analysis of HBT's has become
important to further improve its design for optimum
performance.For this purpose,many small signal and
large signal models have been developed in the past.
Several modeis, including the numerical model, the
conventional Gummel-Poon model and the modified
Ebers-Moll model have been presentedby Teeter Ili.
Severalinvestigations of large signal HBT models are
stiil being performed, since this model is essentialfor
most practicaiapplications12,3, 4).
This paper presents a simple Ebers-Moll modei
based on the quasi-static technique which makes use
of muiti-bias scattering paraneters and DC
measurementsto extract a bias-dependentnordinear
equivalent circuit model. Section 2 presentsthe smaltr
signai equivalent circuit of an HBT and the method of
extracting the small signal parameters.
The large signal Ebers-Moll model is presentedin
section 3, followed by the extraction of the model
parametersusing the DC measurements.
II. SMALL SIGNAI. MODEL
The device under investigation is the AlGaAs/GaAs
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor. The small signal
equivalent circuit of the device is shown in Fig. l.
Although there are many variations of the small signal
equivaient circuit, the intrinsic part of the equivalent
circuit is always the T or n topology. The T type
intrinsic equivalent circuit is used in this work since it

Figure1: Equivalentcircuitfor thesmallsignal
model
extrinsic collector resistance is divided into three
parts: \t,&Z
and &S respectively of the
resistancedue to the n-collector, the n+ accessregion
and collector contact. The intrinsic collector
resistanceis representedby R; which characterizes
the distributed effect of the base-collectorjunction at
the collector side. Since it is difficult to distinguish
and also, becausethe
between &i,&t,&2,&S
distributed effect at the collector side of the basecoilector junction is not as significant as at the base
side, all four elements are lumped together as R, in
Fig. 1.
Similarly, the extrinsic base resistanceconsists of a
contact resisiance, R51, afid an access resistance,
RtZ. RU and R62are lumped together as R6, in
Fig. 1. ,R6; is the intrinsic base resistance. The
distributed effect of the base-collector iunction is

4
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modeled by the elemenls RAI,RO*,C
and
7,C6,
R6, . Cpbe , Cpbc , Cpce model the coupling between
the base-emitter,the base-collector and the collectoremitter interconnection layer. L*Lb
arrd L,are the
contact leads of the emitter, the base and the collector
respectively.
All the above-mentioned parameters of the smallsignal model are extracted using a partially analytical
approach. RF-measurementsindicate that the HBT
under zero bias (16= 0 A, UCE= 0 V) can be
representedby a passive network. Therefore, in this
case,the transport factor c is negligible. The parasitic
eiements,Cpbe,Cpbc,Cpce, are evaluatedfrom the
reverse bias scattering parameter measurements.
These parasitics are deembeddedfrom the circuit and
the elements of the equivalent circuit, excluding the
parasitic effects, are extracted from the resulting Zparameters [6]. The extrinsic and intrinsic base
resistances, and the base-collector capacitance are
extracted by optimizing the error between the
simulatedand measuredS-oarameters.
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model [7, 8] for the HBT is shown in Fig. 3. Four
diodes are used to model the non-linearity of the
HBT. The variation of forward current gain with the
collector curent is modeled by the two diodes, D6",
and Drr.

The diode, D6rrepresents the electron

injection from the emitter and the diode, Q" , models
the neutral base recombination, space charge region
recombination, surface recombination and the other
base leak cunents. The two diodes, D6r, and Dss,
model the dependenceof the reverse current gain on
the bias. The diode, D6r, models the elecfron
injection from the collector to base and the hole
injection from the base to the collector. Diode, D"",
models the neutral base recombination, space charge
region recombination, surface recombination and the
other base leakagecurrents resulting from the reverse
operation. The distributed base-collector junction is
modeled by the split base-coilector capacitance.The
transit time is easily included in the current gain of
the Ebers-Moll model.
The effect of the collector transit time, t, is included
in the base-transportfactor, o. However, the transit
time is a function of the applied bias and it is difficult
to implement the bias dependence of r in the
commercial circuit simulator LIBRA. Therefore, the
value of the extracted r at the bias point where the
large signal analysis is carried out is used. Since the
bias point is aknost in the middle of the load line loci,
the extracted value of t at the bias point should be
approximately the average value of t from the
dynamic load line loci. The error in the assumption
does not signiflcantly affect the presentmodel as seen
from a comparisonof the simulated and measuredDC
characteristics.

Sl GaAs Sub.tr.l.

Figure2: Physicalsignificanceofthe smallsignal
equivalentcircuitelements

t..--......---.-.-.*

I

Ff,

!
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The elements Rb, L* R" and R" are basically
constant over the entire frequency range of interest
and do not show a significant variation with bias,
Therefore, these elements can be considered to be
The
bias-dependent elements
are
fixed.
and
rr.
It
has
been
shown
C1Cic,Ric,0'r,t,
fo
that the consideration of the bias variation of these
elements is sufficient for accurate small-sisnal
modeling.
III. LARGE SIGNAL MODEL
A modifled Ebers-Moll model is used to model the
the single-finger
large signal behavior of
AlGaAs/GaAs HBT. The Ebers-Moll model is
implemented in a commercial circuit simulator,
LIBRA. The schematicof the modifled Ebers-Moll
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Figure 3: The schematicof the HBT's Ebers- Moll model

The Ebers-Mollmodel presentedin this report is
very similar in form to a previously published
extensivelarge-signalmodeldevelopedby Grossman
and Choma t2l. However, when attempting to
implement their model in SPICE, Grossmanand
Chomahad not beenable to includethe transittime
effect in their calculationsbecauseof the difficulties
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involved in working exclusively in the time domain'
with the Ebers-Moll
ihis problem *u.
"itco-uented
the transit
implementing
by
research
this
in
modei
time delay in the frequency domain' Hence, the delay

og:ti?'
sl!.rl

where rn is the
was simply representedu, ,-i^0"
fundamental
the
is
tDp
and
number
harmonic
frequency. The conduction current of the diodes and
the displacement culrent of the nonlinear capacitors
are implemented in the time domain whereas the
injection current generators are implemented in the
frequency domain. The two domains, time and
are linked using the LIBRA harmonic
t
"qrr"n"y,
balancesoftware.
The base, collector and emitter DC currents used to
decribe the device, which comprise the Ebers-Moll
model, are exPressedas:
qVac

qVnz

-

Frcqucn.t

qvae
----=

-

-qvte

-

to J6 05 CHz

Fisure4: 511 - Simulatedandmeasured

-qVac

," =o,,o"lrffi -r]-rr,lrffi - r]- r".[""F- l] (1)
.qvic ,/E
.
,!#
"*r'-t l* t ""y,ffi - I] +(l- a.)/,"f'@ -'f tzl
It =1,,L"

o 2J

tri;g'il'
sl r .:t

rI r.2]

.qVac

r
1
-t]-a,t{lrffi -ll Ol
-tf+t,"lrffi
r = I{"lenr^'
"

where VgBand ViC are the intrinsic base-emitter
junction voltages.
andbase-collector
(4)
V'sp=Vsp-IrRn-luRu
(5)
V n c= V n c - l r R r - I a R t
Large signal parameters are extracted by fitting
theseequationsto the DC measurements.The forward
Gummel-Poonplot at vac = ovis used to extract the

F'.qucncY

o

?:

to

36.05

CH:

current gain pr, forward saturation current Iu", the
Figure 5: S12 - Simulated and measured

base emitter leak saturation current/",, the forward
crrrrent ideality coefficient n, , and the base emitter
leakage emission coefficient n", . Since the power
dissipation at Vu, = OV is relatively small, the self-

"!iiil;

s l 2 ,rl

heating effect is negligible in the model parameter
extraction procedure.
Simulated and measured scattering parameters are
shown in Fig. 4,5,6,7. It can be seen that there is a
simulation and
good match between the
measurements.

FtrqucncY 0.25

to 36.05 cHt

Figure6: S21- Simulatedandmeasured
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Component

Value
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Figure7: S22- Simulatedandmeasured
The simulated and the measuredGummel-Poon plot
is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that there is a good
match between the simulated and the measured
characteristics.The values of the various parameters
of the presentedmodel are given in Table L
l0_ -i
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Figure 8: Simulated and measuredGummel-Poon plot

CONCI.USION
A simple Ebers-Moll model for predicting the
nonlinear performance of a HBT has been presented.
It is basedon the experimental chatacterizationof the
frequency and bias-dependentbehavior of the device
small-signal s parameters.The model parametersare
deduced by fitting the bias-dependent intrinsic
elements to the underlying equations from device
physics.
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MEMS TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENABLING HIGH FREQUENCY
COMMUNICATIONS CIRCUITS
Victor M. LubeckeiandJung-ChinChiao2
i Bell Laboratories,
LucentTechnologies,
MurrayHill, USA
2 Universityof Hawaii- Manoa,USA
Abstract - Wireless systems requirements to
increased data capacity and decreased.size and
power consumption have pushed radio frequency
integra,ted circuit (RFIC) technology to extremes.
Microelectromechanical
systems
(MEMS)
techniques have been used to demonstrate highfficiency microwave components that provide a
means for economically extending siticon RFIC
technology to microwave frequencies to meet these
demands.MEMS techniquesare also being apptied
to create cost-effectiveintegrated circuits that can
function fficiently at millimeter wavelengths and
beyond, to further exploit the advantages of
increased bandwidth, reduced size, attd unique
propagation characteristics available at these
higher frequencies. An overview is presented here,
of recently demonstrated high-frequency MEMS
components and techniques that can enhance
existing microwave communications circuits and
enable
economical
millimeter
wave
communications.
I.INTRODUCTION
The growing importance of
the mobile
telecommunications market has created a strong
interest in circuits and systems with minimal size,
cost, and power consumption, which can also
handle high data rates. The limits of silicon RF
integrated circuit (RFIC) technology are being
steadily challenged, and UHF spectral allocations
are being fully exploited to meet these demands.
The innovative use of microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) technology offers a means for
further extending the limits of conventional silicon
IC technology at microwave frequencies, and for
providing an economical means of accessing the
benefits of reduced size and increased bandwidth
that are available at even higher frequencies.
Conventional RFIC's are designed to exploit the
capabilities of CMOS and Bipolar devices. The
technology is mature, and a large investment has
been made by govemments and industry to
establish an infrastructure for this technology.
However, when operating at frequencies above 2
GHz, parasitic effects in these circuits result in a
significant degradation of performance. Electronic

junctions cease to act as effective switches, and
substratecoupling limits the quality factor (e) that
can be achieved for resonator and impedance
matching elements t1-31. At higher frequencies,
alternative circuit technology is utilized to take
advantage of higher speed semiconductor,
superconductor,and other thin film devices. These
devices are fypically implemented in waveguide
circuits, or on high resistivity dielectric substrates.
Getting optimal performance from these circuits
typically involves painstaking assembly and finetuning. Without the benefit of a broad commercial
infrastructure, these technologies are quite costly,
and usually limit applications to scientific research

I4l.
A broad range of MEMS components has been
recently demonsffated, with
function and
efficiencies that are significantly improved over
conventional RFIC technology. These include
microswitches, inductors, and varactors with
reduced parasitics and improved linearity and
dynamic range. Additionally, MEMS technology
promises to make millimeter-wave and higher
frequencies
accessible
to
commercial
telecommunications,in an economical form. High
aspect-ratio UVJithography techniques allow
inexpensive plastic waveguide components to be
batch fabricated, and MEMS actuators provide a
means for tuning the performance of high
frequency integrated circuits, in order to optimize
impedancematching for cutting edge devices and to
tailor antenna pattems to specific applications. An
overview of these components and technologies is
presentedhere.
II. MICROWAVE

RFIC COMPONENTS

A. MEMS RF Microswitches
Perhapsthe most prolific MEMS RF component is
the microswitch. In essence, it is a miniaturized
version of a mechanical toggle switch, realized
through batch IC processes.It offers good insertion
loss, fast switching speeds,low power dissipation,
and excellent linearity at frequencies where
switching with nonlinear devices can be
significantly degraded.

VOL.3.NO.2.DECEMBERLqq9
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Promising realizations of this switch have been
demonsffated as cantilevers and membranes that
deform when subjected to electrostatic actuation
forces. In cantilever switches, one metallic switchelectrode is suspended on a dielectric cantilever or

between the

a metalpad voltages on
spring,anda voltageis appliedbetween
on the dielectric and the other metal switchelectrode on the substrate below [3][5]. Insertion
loss is largely determined by the metal-to-metal
contact of the electrodes during activation, and
isolation is dependenton the vertical displacement
between the electrodes when not activated. In
membrane switehes, a thin-film metal air bridge is
suspended across a dielectric-coated coplanar
transmission line, and an actuation voltage applied
between the bridge and the line beneath it to
collapse the bridge and capacitively load the
transmission line [3][6]. In this case insertion loss
and isolation are dependent on the difference in
capacitanceseen by the line during the on and off
states.
In the case of both switch types, it is desirable to
have a large displacement between conductors
during the off state, and close contact in the on
state. Function and reliabiliry of the switches
depend on metal or dielectric stress control,
electrode stiction, and the durability of the bending
components.

contact can be

close the connec
helps prevent

on the substrate. With bias
bias electrodes, the metal

up or pusheddownto openor
The rigid polysilicon bar
and degradationassociated

vers and membranes.A 4with the thin-film
pm air-gap was acll,ievedwith an actuation voltage
of 20v. The DC seiies resistanceis negligible and
RF performanceis qiurrentlyunder investigation.
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I'ull,{'ush
F r r c dH i n g e

Trmsmission

[rlllipush
Arnr
Actuator

Fix*d
Hinge

microscope photograph of a
. Scratch-drive mictoactuators
hinged electrodeover the other,
areusedto pull
a large "off' displacement as
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RF signals.
Fig. 1. Concept and microscope photograph of a
see-saw-barswitch. The switch has a metal pad on
one end of a rocking arm that can bridge the
contacts on the substrate when the proper bias is
applied.

designed to offer high
A derrick-type s
loss, is shown in Fig. 2
isolation and low i
;cratch-drive
microactuators [8]
design,
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A see-saw-bar switch, designed to avoid the
drawbacks of bending thin-film components, is

RF signals.The
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sides of the support bar through moveable hinges.
With one end of the support bar held by fixed
hinges on the substrate, the moveable hinges on
both ends of the pulVpush arms translate the lateral
movement of the actuators in to a vertical
movement of the support bar. A metal contact pad,
attachedin the end of the support bar', is pulled up
to open or pushed down to close the signal path
through the transmissionline. In this design, the air
gap between the metal contact and the transmission
line can be as high as l00pm. The measured
switching time for a 100-pm gap is 150ps. The
strong actuation force of scratch drive actuators
provides firm contact between the metal pads. The
RF performance and reduction of switching time i"s
currently under study.
B. MEMS RF inductors
Innovative MEMS techniques are also providing a
means of reducing the parasitic losses which
generally impede the performance of conventional
on-chip inductors. This is typically achieved by
creating a structure thai isolates the inductor from
the conductive substrate.
While some attempt is being made to incrementally
improve the isolation between the inductor and
substrate by achieving increased dielectric
thickness and enhanced ground planes within
conventional RFIC processes t9l, post-process
MEMS techniques can extend this improvement.
Designs have been demonstratedwith the turns of
the inductor elevated by a dielectric mesa [10] or
stilts [11], and by winding the turns perpendicular
to the substrateplane [12]. These designs require
that the circuit fabrication process accommodatea
three dimensional structure.
A self-assembled inductor, designed as a preprocessplanar structure that is releasedas the final
step of circuit fabrication, is shown in Fig.3 [13].
The residual tensile stress between a polysilicon
layer and a Cr-Au metal layer is used to achieve a
significant warpage of the inductor sffucture. While
normally undesirable,here the warpage provides an
automatic means of raising the inductor above the
substrateto reduce parasitic effects.
Quality factors up to 14 have been demonstratedfor
one-turn inductors in the 1-3nH range, and analysis
indicaies that with sufficient metal and separation
this technique could be used to reach Q's above 25.
The technique can also be applied to multi-turn
structures for increased inductance. The process is
highly repeatable, with 5 copies from different
fabrication runs shown to have a variation in
inductanceof only 7-2Vo.
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Fig. 3. Fabrication and realization of self assembled
RF MEMS inductors. When released,tensile stress
betweenthe polysilicon and metal layers causesthe
inductors to warp away from the substrate,reducing
the stray fields in the silicon substrate.
C. MEMS RF Varactors
As in the case of switches, MEMS RF varactors
offer high efficiency and liner control, at
frequencies where semiconductor devices show
significantly degraded performance. In general,
these components consist of traditional capacitor
geometries like parailel plates and interdigitated
elements,but with the addition of a mechanism by
which the displacement of the plates or elements
can be micromechanically altered to vary the
capacitance.
Designs have been demonstrated where
electrostatic forces between elements are used to
pull one closer to the other [3lt14l. In the caseof
parallel plates, the component works similarly to
the metal-membrane air bridge switch described
earlier, but with altered spring tension that
emphasizesa more gradual transition rather than a
collapse. A similar bending effect can be achieved
electro-thermally [15]. Such designs must contend
with limited tuning range and microphonics.
A MEMS parallel parallel-plate varactor designed
to maximize tuning range and minimize
microphonic effect is shown in Fig.4 t7l.
Microactuators are used to pull or push support
arms, which control the height of one parallel

ll
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measured breakdown voltage of the MEMS
capacitor is more than 200v, where the
measurementwas limited by the availability of
thetwo high-voltagesources.
matiofithatvnies thegap spacingbetween
patallel-plate
rnetal plates. With the actuators on both sides Another architecture for MEMS
In some
investigation.
is
also
under
pushing
capacitors
time
plate
at
tho
same
the
moving toward
variablecapacitorsare not requiredto
the support arrns up, the gap spacing is increased. applications,
With the actuatorsmoving away from the piate, the havea large dynamicrange,but a linear operation
gap spacing is reduced. The variable capacitance andcompactconfigurationis desired,Fig.5 showsu
should follow the formula, C(x) = eoA/x + Cp, circular parallel-plate variable capacitor. The
couplingareabetweentop andbottomplatescanbe
where A is the plate size, x is the gap spacing, eo is
to rotatethe upper
the dielectric constant of air and Cp is the parasitic variedusing the microactuators
plate.
capacitance.The actuators can be programmed so
positioned above another. The microhinges on
either end t the support arms translate the lateral
movement of the microactuators to a vertical

that not only the height of the gap is variable, but
the coupiing area (A) between two metal plates can
also be varied for a linear operation of the variable
capacitance.
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Fig. 4. Architecture and realization of a MEMS
parallel-plate variable capacitors. Hinged control
arms are used to convert the linear translation of
scratch drive actuators into vertical motion for ihe
capacitorsupper plate.
Several parallel-plate capacitors,with plate sizes in
the ranges from 100pm x 100pm to 2mm x 2mm,
were designedand fabricated, all similar to the one
shown in Fig.4. The gap spacing could be varied
between ipm and 100pm, with an increment of
20nm, giving a dynamic range of 1:100.
Preliminary results showed a maximum capacitance
of 35pF and a minimurn capacitanceof 0.5pF for a
2mm x Zmm capacitor measured using a lowfrequency capacitance meter. The breakdown
voltages of the MEMS variable capacitors should
be much higher than those of diode varactors. The

Fig. 5. The concept and a microscope photo of a
parallel-plate
circular
variable
capacitor.
Microactuators are used to rotate the upper plate to
increase or decrease its overlap with the lower
plate, thus varying the capacitance.
ilI. I{rGH FREQUENCY WAVEGUIDE
COMPONENTS
A. Non-contacting B ackshorts
A backshort is a conductive piunger that can be
inserted in one end of a waveguide to create a
termination or short circuit for radio signals that
enter the other end. Adjusting the depth to which
the backshort is inserted effectively varies the
electrical length of the guide. The use of such
variable length tuning stubs is a common meansfor
optimizing the impedance match between a

t2

waveguide/antenna system and an embedded
device. At lower frequencies a backshort with a
metallic-spring tip can be used to create a physical
short circuit with the guide walls. At short
millimeter wavelengths and beyond however, it is
difficult to rcalize an effective and repeatable
physically contacting short circuit, and so noncontacting designsare more appealing.
Non-contacting backshorts are conductive plungers
with a shape which alternately fills and empties a
waveguide at intervals of one-quarter wavelength,
creating a hi/low impedance cascadewhich results
in a very 1ow impedance termination around the
backshortsdesign frequency [16]. This principle is
illustrated in Fig.6. Such backshorts offer
repeatableperformance without relying on physical
contact, and offer the additional benefit of a lowpass condition to support IF signals in the same
guide. These components have intricate threedimensional shapes and at submillimeter
wavelengths the feature dimensions can be on the
order of microns, which makes fabrication through
conventional milling or etching impractical.
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the superstrate with solvent and recovered with
filter paper. This process allows hundreds of
backshorts to be processed simultaneously in a
single batch.
A backshort designed for use at 2.5 THz is shown
in Fig.7(a). The tip has a cross-section of
approximately 25-pm by 90-pm. The backshort
shown in Fig.7(b), designed for a mixer which
operates at 240 GHz, us'esa more compact noncontacting design.
This resin technique can also be combined with
silicon micromachining to create complex
mechanical forms. An entire mixer block assembly
has been proposed, which includes a silicon horn
antenna integrated with various waveguide
channelsfor signal routing and tuning I4lt18l.

Fig. 6. Conceptual illustration of a non-contacting
backshortsin a rectangular (axb) metal waveguide.
The varying height of the backshort (br, bJ causes
a cascade of alternately low and high impedance
quarter-wavelength waveguide sections, which
presents as a very low impedance movable
termination to the guide, at the resonantfrequency.
Non-contacting backshorts designed for use at 240
GHz, 640 GHz, and 2.5 THz have been realized
through micromachining techniques based on the
use of ultra-thick UV-sensitive resin [17]. The resin
is used as a negative photoresist that is spindeposited on a sacrificial substrate and exposed to
UV light through a shadow mask. The exposed
resin is cured by the exposure, allowing the rest of
the resin to be dissolved and flushed with solvent.
What remain are high aspect-ratio backshort
structureswith varied and precise feature shapesin
the horizontal plane. The processedsubstrateis then
wax-bonded to a superstrate,which allows for the
mechanical removal of the substrate and precise
reduction of the strucfure height (waveguide wid*t)
using a dicing saw. The backshorts are then
metalized through RF sputter-coating, rinsed from

{ l})

Fig. 7. Non-contacting waveguide backshorts
fabricated using high aspect ratio photo-plastic
techniques.A metalized backshort designed for 2.5
THz is shown above (a) and a more compact design
for 24OGHz is shown below (b).
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B. Dichroic Plates
Perforated metal plates provide an excellent means
for producing quasi-optical high-pass filters at high
frequencies [19]. The perforations in such dichroic
plates serve as waveguides that can support the
propagation of signals above a certain cutoff
frequency, and signals below this frequency are
largely reflected. The attenuation of the cut-off
signal is dependent on the plate thickness. The
conceptfor a dichroic plate is illustrated in Fig.8.

Fig. 8. Conceptual illustration for a frequency
selective mirror called a dichroic plate. The
perforations in the metallic plate serve as an array
of waveguides that can support the propagation of
signals above a certain cutoff frequency, with
signalsbelow this frequency iargely reflected.
At ionger millimeter wavelengths, such holes can
be conventionally machined, particularly if they are
limited to circular shaped aperfures. At shorter
wavelengths,the dimensions neededfor theseholes
becomes too difficult
to realize through
conventional machining, and typical planar
fabrication processes are not suited to producing
structures which are thick enough to serve as
waveguides. However, micromachining with thick
photo-plastic can be used to produce relatively
thick structures, with complex, high-resolution
perforations.
A dichroic plate designed to pass 640 GHz signals
is shown in Fig.9 [17]. This particular design
dependson a large array of cross-shapedapertures
with dimensions on the order of 100 pm, which are
too small for conventional milling, and vertical
sidewalls on the order of 500 pm, which cannot be
achieved trough isotropic etching techniques. The
entire plate is about 4 cm in diameter, and was
realized using only photo-plastic techniques and
metal sputter coating. A dichroic plate for 1.0 THz
was also fabricated with this technique. At these
higher frequencies,useful plates can be made small
enough to allow simultaneous batch fabrication of
multiple copies.

Fig. 9. Dichroic plate for 64A GHz fabricated from
ultra-thick epoxy-based photoresist. The 4-cm
diameter of the structure is relatively large, yet it
contains high-resolution complex apertures on the
order of 100 pm, with vertical walls throughout the
500 pm thickness.
IV. HIGH FREQUENCY IC COMPONENTS
A. Reconfigurable Antenna
The use of silicon micromachining to realize very
small three dimensional antenna structures for high
frequencies was explored as early as 1979 t4ltz0l.
In this case, a tapered dielectric rod was formed,
with an integrated membrane supported sensor.
Subsequently, other fixed antennas have been
realized, featuring more intricate structures!4)t2ll.
A novel millimeter wave "V" (vee) antenna,which
uses MEMS techniquesboth for its fabrication and
for re-configuration, is shown in Fig.10 [9]. The
arms of the V-shaped antenna are moveable
through pulling or pushing by microactuators.Each
antenna arm can be controlled independently with
forward- or backward-moving biases. When both
antenna arms move in the same direction with a
fixed V-angle, the antennacan be used to steer the
radiation beam. When the V-angle changes, the
radiation beam shape can be adjusted. The
reconfigurability and antenna performance have
been demonstrated. Beam-steering at 30 and 45
degrees,and beam-shapingfor V-angles of 75, 90
and 120 degreeshave been demonstratedfor a17.5GHz MEMS V-antenna.
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reconfigurableMEMS transceiverthat utilizes these
devicesis shownin Fie.12.
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Fig. 10. Concept and realization of a MEMS
reconfigurable V-antenna can be rotated using
microacfuators, to either steer or reshape the
antennabeam.
B. Planar Impedance Tuner
A planar version of the non-contacting backshort
has also been developed.It is called a sliding planar
backshort (SPB). As in the waveguide version, the
SPB creates an effective termination or RF short
circuit by causing a periodic (quarter-wavelength)
version in the impedance of a transmission line. In
this case the structure is a metal plate with
strategically placed holes, which alternately covers
and uncovers a dielectric-coated coplanar
iransmissionline.
A fabrication technique was developedfor realizing
the SPB with materials and processescommon to
submillimeter wave circuits, and two SPB tuners
were fully demonsffatedin a 620 GHz quasi-optical
detector circuit [4]1221.The circuit was fabricated
on a quartz wafer which fits over a dielectric-filled
parabolasubstratelens, and is shown in Fig. 11(a).
An electromechanicalversion of the SPB structure
has also been demonstrated,and can potentially be
implemented in a millimeter wave or higher
frequency circuits [7]. Various SPB tuners on
coplanar transmission lines, like that shown in
Fig.ll(b), have been designed and fabricated to
investigatethe tuning characteristicsand integration
aspects of SPB tuners with microactuators. One
application of electromechanicalSPB tuners is the
impedance matching of MEMS reconfigurable Vantennas to optimize performance for every
possible configuration. The concept for a fully

ib)
Fig. 11. MEMS tunable 620 GHz quasi-optical
integrated circuit (a), and an eiectromechanical
implementation of the tuners (b). Microactuators
can be used to add precision interactive control of
the tuners in this circuit.
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Fig. 12. Architecture of a MEMS reconfigurable
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for opti mal performance.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
A variety of componentsand techniqueswhich can
be used to enhancethe performanceof conventional
RFIC's at microwave frequencies, or to make
practical the realization of millimeter-wave and
higher frequency communications circuits, have
been presented here. These include microwave
switches,inductors, and varactorswith low loss and
high linearity, as well as economical realizations of
higher frequency waveguide components and
reconfigurable IC's. These components and
techniques offer great promise for further
reductions in size and power consumption of high
data-rate personal communications devices and
systems.
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APPROXIMATION

OF GaAs FET TWO-PORT

NETWORK Z_PARAN{ETERSBY RATIONAT FUNCTICNS
Vidosav S. Stojanovii. SaSaS. Radovanovi6
Universityof NiS, Faculty of ElectronicEngineering,Yugoslavia
polynomialswereobtained.
The main aim of this paper is to approximate two-port network Z parametersof GaAs
FET using least squaresmethod by the set of
rational functions. The set is closely correlated with the equiva,ientcircuit. All Z parametershaveone commonpole in the denominator. Some of the Z parameters have one
zeroand a pole which could be canceledso the
rational functionshaving lower order of polynomials in the denominatorand the numerator are obtained. The poles of rational functions are away from eachother and ail polynomials in the denominatorhave the samefirst
coefficient. This proceduredoes not include
computationof derivates.The set of rational
function approxirnatesmeasured values of Z
I. INTRODUCTiON
parameterswith weil accuracy.
The approximation procedure is fully deAccurate two-port network parameter apscribedon 4U\pm GaAs MESFET.
proximation is an essential tool Jbr reiia.ble
We wili considerhigh frequencytransistor
nonlineardevice modeling and electroniccira,sa two-port network,generalyshownon figcuit design.In the last two decadesnumerous
ure 1.
methods have been prcposed for the a,pproximation of two-port network parameters,
The equivalent circuit approach has beert
commonlyused to characterizea,c'uive
devices.
In those models, however,the value of each
equivalentcircuit element has to be determinated by the time consumingiteration or by
someadditionalmeasurement.In a great number of appiicationsthere is no need for the
Figure 1. A general two-port neiwork willt Z paramequivalentcircuit, but for the rationaj func- eters
tion. For example,in the softwarefor symbolic
II. RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
analysisof electroniccircuits. A characteriza,Let n be a number of the complex measured
tion of GaAs MESFET using least squaresapproximation for the measuredvalues of 5 pa- valuesfor eachof two-port network impedance
on frequencies
rametersby rational function are presentedin parameters
c.r;r,ft = 1,2,... ,fr.
paper [1] and [2]. This approximation technique was developedfor small-signal equivZii(ap,\= Rri(w*) * j X u@*)
alent circuit element extraction. The ratio(1)
i,j=L,2
nal functions in explicit form a,renot given.
In paper [2], explicit relations betweenGaAs where -R.;;and .t1; denotesthe real and irnagMESFET equivalentcircuit elementsand coel'- inary pa,ri of the measured values of Z -paficientsof trvo-port impedanceparametersare rameters,respectively.
presented. However, there was no explarraAccordingto the standardsmali-signaleqution of how the coefficientsirr the denominator ivalent circuit, we determine the orders of

Abstract-In this paper, a least squaresapproximationprocedurefor the measuredvalues oftransistor Z parametersby rational functions is described.The orders of polynomials
in the denorninatorand numerator are determinated by equivalentcircuit or obtainedempiricaliy. Somerational functions of.Z patameters have one zero and pole which could be
canceledso the functions having lower order
of polynomialin the denominatorand numerator aneobtained. All Z parametershave one
commonpole. This procedurerioesnot include
computationof derivates.The computationof
the polynomialsin the numeratorand denominator of rational function is fully describedorr
ihe high frequencyGaAs FET.
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polynomialsin the numerator and denominator of rationai functions.
The measured values of Z para,meters(1)
are approximatedby rational functionsin the
form of
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where 1{;i is known order of the numerator
which is determinated by equivalent circuit or
obtained empiricaily, s = o { jw denotescomplex frequency. We will determinate rational
functions for all Z parameters.
The polynomialin the numeratorof parameter 222 could be rewritten as
,
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for .Bo- 1.
The operator fcl-rounds c to the nearest
The polesof Zzz parameter are awayfrom each integer towards infinity, and lcl-rounds s to
otlrer,lpr l>l pzl,sa the equation(3) canbe the nearestinteger towards minus infinity.
presentedas
In the first step, we divide the imaginary
and real part of (5), and equalizethe result
s
1,
( 4 ) with the quotient o{ the imaginary and real
so
1+-*
Pr PtFz
part of the measuredva,lues
PtPz

Pz

If we denotetlpt = 81 and Ilnpz = Bz, the
rational functions can be separatedon the real
and imaginary part on reai frequenciest = iu
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After polynomial coefficientnormalization by solvingfoliowinglinearsystemof n ) lf13f
with ol1, both in the numeratorand denomi- 1 equations
nator, eqn. (8) could be rewritten as
= pli ir:;
,li11,- ," +
"lri.l"(-p'oi)V
1+, .' t o'z1l,r1-rr'rL"l
systernof
The resultof the predeterminated
= p'i\
o * r * + ' . . * a ' ] L r , , J a 2 l vl -17
is
equations
(1 0 )

lslr[p]
lal= ([s]rlsl)-,

ol ,ot, "', o*;,+2
Unknowncoefficients
of network parametersZy, are determinated
by soh'ingfollowingiinear systemof n ) /{;1 f
2 equations

{1 4 \

where

e t 7' i
-aiP

, i l p " l r 1 "+ . . . + o ' , l r T ' ? p | 1 \ E

= t
(11)

where17= nax(2Lvtl,2lu1l - I).
The result of the overdeterminated
linear
systemof equations(i1), for everygiven pair
i1, in the lea,stsquaressenseis
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We now obtain normalized coefficientsall*^,
"',

Qnp'rl

lcj= la|

a5'

ofi,,*,]t

and

[p]: lp\l pt)l

p'] lr .

Repeating this procedure one can obtain coefficients oLl , altl, ..., oji;,*Z for parameters
Zs and,221.
It is easy to show that the similar procedure
could be performed for pa,rametershaving the
coefficient .\ = 0 l9j. In this case polynornial
coefficients are normalized with oir both in the
denominator and numerator

olir* + .'.*

"'r!r,"1-rw2rl'ol-t
= pf; 02)

1+..'+olir,o,.f,L"oJ

The unknowncoefficients
ali , o t i r . . , r r r l t i r i
of networkparameters21i, are determinated

ii
a ' i 4 + N ; i + ; ,f b r b o t h A = I a n d A = 0 .

In the secondstep of approximation one can
obtain the denominator coefficients61, 62 and
norma,iization coefficients af . Equalizing absolute values of network parameters (5) with
absolute measured values (1), one can obtain
a,linear system of equations
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where
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In the la,ststep of approximationone can
compute coefficientsb; and A'l by solving
e q u a l , i o r(r6s) a n d ( 7 ) .

R?i{.r)t X?i@*)

III. EXAMPLE

This systemcan be presented a.s

brrui+ ol'hto'- -{tk
u r w ! + a [ 2 n 1=u- 1
2
atusr+ alr ttll =
alzhzrz= -1
b2,,ta1"tb].,zal
(i6)

We will test the above approximation procedureon the rneasuredvaluesof Z parameters
of a 4007.r,rn
GaAs MESFET with bias voltage
=
Vos 87. The frequencyis in rangeof 1-30
G H z[ 1 ] .
We use the valuesof Z parameterobtained
by transistor equivalent circuit as the rneasuredvalueswhichshouldbe approximatedby
rationalfunctions.
We ha,veapproxirnatedthe measuredvalueswith a great numberof rationai functions.
They could be best approximatedwith the followingordersof polynomialsin numerators
Nrr = 3, Nrz:2,

where

0 h T

L ) L

N z l= L ' N z z= 2

The set of rational functionsis determinated
with 14 coefficients.The valuesof the coeffiu?t,(cox)
*
cientsof theserational functionsare given in
( 1 7 ) tableI. It canbe seenthat
tok 71
only the polynomial
q;
in the numeratorol 221 parameterhas one
zeroon the righi-halfplanebecauseit is not a
forfr=L,2,...,n,.
minimum-pha,se
function. The other two-port
The resuitof the linearsystemo{ equa,tlorr paranreters
are nrinimum*phase
functions.
sense
is
in the leastsquares
Ttre reai and imaginary part of theserational functions and the measuredvaluesof
( 1 8 ) Z-pa,rametersare shown in the Figure 2.
[6]= ([n]"[n])-'taltrl
| 7 1
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Table I. The coefficientsof Z pararneters
Jor 400p'mGaAs MESFF)T
A

A o ,B t

1.47916866E
+ 1l
^ 7 2 1.12607526tr
+ 01
A21 -2.75764662E
+ 12
^
2
2
n
1.97397468E
+ 02
- 10
B
1.25351430tr
A t l

4.76398753E
+ 01 9 . 9 3 6 7 7 2 9-0 81 0 3 . 1 5 5 4 3 7 5 -6 82 0
- 10 1 . 7 0 9 0 5 5 4-9 E
21
2.86283036E
1.39520494E
+ 02
20
1 . 0 3 i 2 6 6 3 0- EI 1 . 1 7 8 4 1 0 1-4- E
6.461575508 22

From the Figure 2 it can be seen that it
is possibleto approxirnate measured valuesof
GaAs MESFET Z-parameters with rational
functions which have lower orders of the numerators and denominators than orders of rational functions obta,inedby equivalentcircuit.
All rational functions have one contrnonpole.

ues of ,9 parameters. Pluses denote measured
valuesof the real a.ndimaginary palt, respectively. Lines denote values obtained by rational functions.
9or

for 400ptmGaAsMESFET.
Figure3. 5 parameters
valuesoi real and irnaginarypart,
Plusses-mea-sured
by rationalfunctious
Liles-approximation
All computations were realized with ihe
software package MATLAB. Double precision
computation is not satisfyingfor these computa,tionsso the quadruple precision is well recommended for the approximation of the measured valuesby rational functions.
IV. CONCLUSION

Figure 2. Real and imaginary
GaAs FET.

part of Z-parameters

Plu-ssesand a-sterisks are rneasured value

of real and imaginary

part, respectively.

culated values using ratioua] function.

Lines: cal-

Da-shed-liles:

calculated using equivalent circuit.

Figure 3 shows the absolute va,lues and
phasesof the measuredand approximated val-

In this paper, a,least squaresapproximation
procedure for the mea,suredvalues of transistor Z pararneters by raiional functions is described.
Alalyzing the GaAs FETs it is shown that
some of tiie Z-parameters has one zero and
pole which could be canceledso we can p€rforn the approximati on ol Z -parameters with
ra,tionalfunctions having lower order of polynomials tha.ntire functions obtained bv eouivalentcircuit.
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All Z-parameters have the sarne polynomiai coefficients in the denomina,tor. The
procedure does not include cornputation of
derivates.
One example of Z-parameter a'pproximation by rational functions is given in the la,st
part of the paper. We analyzed 400pr,rnGaAs
MESFET The real and imaginary part of
Z-parameter rational functions are compared
with the values of. Z-parameters obtained by
equivalent circuit,
The application of rational function is more
convenient than application of equiva,lentcircuit, beca,usethe software for network anaIyzing (for example PSPICE) is not required.
These rationai functions could be generally
used in software for microwave network optimization.
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IIF BIPOLAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Nata$aBanovii, BrankoL. Dokii, Facultyof ElectricalEngineeringBanjalaka
level-sensitive
(FCCS-APD-ECL)[1i], capacitor-free
APD ECL circuit with self-adjusting driving
capability (LS-APD-ECL) ll2l. The comparisonof
thJsecircuits is presentedin this paper. In all of the
casesit is essential to reducethe power consumed
by the ECL circuit and yet maintainthe driving
cipabilitiesand switchingspeed.But, many of these
ciicuits have onerousrestrictions,such as requiring
high performancepnp devices, special capacitor
rtir"tut"t, loss of wired-OR capability and use of
both, true and complementgateoutputs.The review
in the field of high
Keywords - Active pull-down (APD), Heterostructural of contemporaryachievements
junctions.
frequenciesbipolar integratedcircuits, especiallyin
junctions,is alsodiscussed'
heterostructural

Abstract - The comparison of new active pull-down
ECL (APD-ECL) circuits is given in this paper' We
cqrried out the SPICE simulation wsing the 0'81tm
bipolar porameters to compare time delay of various
APD-ECL circuits versus load capacitance. In
addition to our resuhs in comparison of latest ECL
topologies, this paper also presents the review of
contemporary achievements in the field of high
in
frequencies integrated circuits, especially
het erostructural i unctions.

I.INTRODUCTION

OFAPD ECL ANDECL
II. COIUPANTSON
demultiplexers,
multiplexers,
High-speed
decision circuits and frequency dividers are the key
components in high-speed optical communication
systems. The significant factorc in gate performance
for high-speedcomrnunication applications are speed,
noise margin, power dissipation and reliability. The Si
bipolar integrated circuit with emitter coupled logic
(ECL) is the most promising device for making
practical ultra-high speedLSIs. The power dissipation
of high-speed bipolar ECL circuits has long been
known to limit their VLSI applications. Also, the
speed of ECL circuits has been primarily limited by
the pull-down transition time. The pull-down
transifion time is greater than the pull-up time because
the output load capacitanceis slowly discharged by
the fixed current in the emitter-follower stage.
The development of new ECL circuits is
characteized with much lower power consumption
than conventional ECL. Various active pull-down
(APD) schemes have been proposed to reduce the
power consumption in the emitter-follower stage and
improve the pull-down delay owing to the large
transient pull-down current. These schemes are: APD
ECL circuit with an ac-coupled active pull-down
emitter-follower stage (AC-APD-ECL) [1], chargebuffered APD ECL (CB-APD-ECL) [2], ac-coupled
complementary push-pull ECL (AC-PP-ECL) [3],
direct-coupled complementary push-pull ECL (DCPP-ECL) t4l, ECL circuit with ac-coupled self-biased
dynamic curent source and APD emitter-follower
stage(AC-CS-APD-ECL) [5], Darlington ECL circuit
[6], cross-coupledAPD ECL circuit (CC-APD-ECL)
[7], compensatedAPD ECL circuit with self-adjusting
driving capability (FC-APD-ECL) [8], ECL circuit
with self-biased feedback-controlled pull-down
emitter-follower (FPD-EF-ECL) [9], compensated
nonsaturating APD (CNS-APD-ECL) [10], feedback
controlled current source in an APD ECL circuit

Pnnn'onuaxcn
The essenceof a high-speed,low power operation
is the ability to achieve both a low standby current
and a large dynamic current during the switching
transient. The cunent and logical voltage levels in
bipolar circuits are typically set by passive.resistors'
That is the reason for a high DC power consumption
and a slow pull-down transition. The approach of
overcoming these constraints is by replacing the
passiveresistorswith active devices. When applied to
the emitter follower resistor, this approach results in
various active pull-down schemes[13].

Fig. 1. Conceptualschematicof a high-speedllow
power ECL gate.
Conceptual schematicof a high-speedy'low-power
ECL gate is given in Fig. 1. An active pull-down
element acts like a switch (SW) in parallel with a
small standby current source. The switch must be
conholled by the logic stage to provide a large
transienl pull-down current consistent with the logic
inputs. At steady state, the SW is opened, and Is
maintains a low DC current through the ernitterfollower T3. During the output high-to-low transition,
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the SW is closed and draws a large transient current
from the output node, pulling it down quickly.
AC coupling has the advantage of completely
blocking the DC signal. Special device elements,like
capacitors and charge buffered diodes, may be
needed. The AC coupled active pull-down ECL
circuit utilizes a capacitor to couple a transient voltage
pulse to the base of an npn pull-down transistor (Fig.
2.a). This reducesthe DC power consumption in the
emitter-follower stage, and the large transient pulldown curent improves the pull-down delay (Fig. 2.b)

I1 1 .
Another approach is to replace capacitor with
charge-bufferedcoupling, which results in the chargebuffered APD ECL (CB-APD-ECL) l2l.

C

R..

Very gocd performances has capacitor-free levelsensitiveAPD ECL circuit with self-adjusting driving

(Ls-APD-ECL)
capability
t123.
A. Simulation results

For comparison purposes, the performances of
various APD-ECL circuits are assessedby SPICE
simulation using transistor models based on a submicron process (0.8pm bipolar parameters). The
typical device parameters are listed in Table 1. We
have compared time delay of conventional ECL and
various APD-ECL circuits versus load capacitance.
The results, including both, rise time and fall time, are
given in Table 3. Their graphic presentationis given
in Fig. 3. The superior load driving capability of
APD-ECL circuits is visible. At 2mwgate, the pulldown driving capability of the FPD-EF or CNS.APDECL circuits is almost identical to the pull-up
capability. The LS-APD-ECL and ACCS-APD-ECL
have a faster pull-down transition than a pull-up for
heavy loads. The performance advantages of the
APD-ECL circuits over conventional ECL are shown
in the simulated power-delay curves in Fig. 4.
Specific data is given in Table 2.

RB

Table tr. Typical deviceparameters at O8W
desisn rule.

(a)
{J,4

(v)

v ot't

(v)

0.0
-0.4
I

Current
(mA)

npn

Device

Voltage

DesisnRule
A" (Wafer. um')
Base Transit Time

Cr"
Ic.
Pull-down

ii I',

!i Pull-up

Cco

Ccs
Re
Rg

t

_
T im e (ns)
(b)
Fig. 2. AC-APD-ECL circuit (a), output voltage and
current waveforms for the APD-ECL circuit (b)'

Complementary push-pull approaches typically
offer the most significant improvement on
power/speed and load-driving capabilities, although
at the expenseof complicated process technology [3]
[4]. Several other very effective ECL circuits were
reported t5l t6l t7l t8l, most notably the circuit
named FPD-EF-ECL t9l. This circuit has a
and allows versatile logic
remarkable simplicity
implementations through collector-dotting and
emitter-dotting. CNS-APD-ECL circuit, presentedin
[10], has high active/inactive current ratio. It uses a
clamp voltage to compensatevariations in supply and
temperature.The circuit is stable and is not prone to
oscillation or excessiveringing. FCCS-APD-ECLII 1l
has good product power-delay. Also, the abilify to
drive large capacitive loads is substantially improved'

0.80um
0.50x4.0
6.0ps
6.6fF
3.9fF
L2fT

pnp

0.80pm
0.50x4.0
6.0ps
l6 fF

14fF
9.3fF

14Q

15Q

164A

82s)

Table 2. Specificdata.

Conv. ECL

P=2mWgate
592 psipF

Cr =0.3PF

167ps/mW

AC-APD-ECL

303psipF

50 psimW

FPD.EF-ECL

t68 ps/pF
177 ps/pF

77 os/mW
65.5os/mW

CNS-APD-ECL

III. II TEROSTRUCTUR,{L JUNCTIONS
Modern communication systemsrequire low-cost
radio-frequency (RF) integrated circuits for
frequencies at or above I GHz. The application
frequency continues to climb, so various analog
applications are in multi-GHz frequency range [14].
Advanced silicon technologiesare stafiing to enter the
market formerly occupied by GaAs FET technology.
The advantagesof silicon technologies in relation to
GaAs are: chip costs, a higher integration level, good
thermal conductivity, low leakage currents and the
ability to integratelogic functions.
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Table 3" Delay versusload capacitancefor various APD-ECL circuits.
UNLOADED
CIRCUIT

LOAD CAPACITANCE,Cr [PF]
Conveniional
ECL
circuit
Basic AQ-APDECL circuit
DC-PP-ECL
circuit

LS-APDECL circuit
ACCS-APDECL circuit

CC-APDECL circuit
FPD-EFECL circuit

-g

166.50
656.00
411.20

60.00

Fall time. lpsl
Average delay, [ps]
Rise time. losl
Fall time, [psl
Average deiay, [ps]
Rise time. [ps
Fall time, Ipsl
Average deiav. lpsl
Rise time. lpsl
Fall time, lpsl
Averase delay, lpsl
Rise time. losl
Fall time. lpsl
Averase delav, lpsl

86.20

148.36
324.70

73.t0

236.50

49.60
47.80
48.70
36.10
39.57
37.85

25.00
27.93

Risetime, lpsl
Fall time. [psl

r25.00

Average delay, Ipsl

94.40

Risetime, [ps

58.00
8r.80

42.00
81.12
156.00
108.60

189.00
478.49
333.70

'ul.46

142.00

r97.35

t92.41
216.94
260.00

90.00

130.00
163.67

r64.00
2r2.00

r74.68

212.24
704.3
458.27
215.46

116.00
128.00
290.00
209.00

480.30
327.50

r79.50

26.00
43.00
34.50

69.90
66.00
77.73
71.86

192.29
185.90
198.00
201.t4
199.60

31.00
56.00

43.50

600

*cns

227.50
22r.50
216.00
247.23
23t.62

ECL -l+fpd
-i-ac-apd

+conv.
-#cns

)

4oo

3oo
S
E
I zoo

S 3oo
o
,E 2oo

F

\
\

100

-/

2
3
Power(mWgate)

0.3

0.6
Loadcapacitance(pF)
Fig. 3. Delay versus load capacitanceat
P =2mWgate, (Ver -3V, AV=800mV,f= I 00MHz).
The major disadvantage of silicon bipolar
technology for communication systems is the low
breakdown voltage which is also the reason for the
limitation of the current gain to the value of F140.
Heterostructural bipolar transistors (HBTs) have
better perforrnances than homostructural bipolar
transistors. They have higher culrelt gain (0=n x
100), lower base resistance and higher cutoff
frequency (Fig. 5). The curent gain for the
heterostructuraltransistor approximately is [ 15]:
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Fig. 4. Simulated power-delay curves of loaded
(Cr=0.3pF) AC-APD, FPD-EF, CNS-APD and
(Vr,r=-3V,
ECL
AV=9a1mV,
conventional
f=100MHz).
where B1is a current gain of homostructuraltransistor,
N" and N6 arc doping concenffations in emitter and
base, Dn and Do are diffusion constants of electrons
and holes, W" and W6 are emitter and base widths,
AV6 is a voltage different in energy gaps of
heterojunction materials, @ris a temperafurepotential.
Since /V6 can achieve n100 mV (Vc(Ge)=0.72eV,
l'$ey;
Vc(Si)=1.I 2eV,Y6(GaAs)=1.4eV,Vc(AlGaAs)=
p
greater
(1)
than
that
is
much
follows
from Eq.
81.
For a given current gain SiGe HBT does not require
high difference in a doping concentration of base and
emifter, so it allows a high base doping concentration.
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That is the reason for a lower base resistance and
highercutoff frequency.
There are HBTs in GaAs, Si and SiGe
technology. The low breakdown voltage BV66s is not
a problem specific to SiGe technology. From
designer's point of view SiGe heterojunction bipolar
transistors are very similar to Si bipolar junction
transistors (BJTs). SiGe HBT has a high speed and
high gain at lower current density becauseof reduced
base-emitter capacitance.Also, for a given collector
current density SiGe "HBT requires a lower input
voltage, what is very useful when moving to lower
supply voltages. The comparison of advancedSi BJT,
standard HBT and HBTs designed for higher
breakdown voltages is given in Table IV. A higher
breakdown voltage results in degradation of f1 and
f-0" [16].
Today, the most promising
production
technologies are based on self-aligning doublepolysilicon processes. To
improve
device
characteristics,it is necessaryto reduce the parasitic
capacitancebetween base and collector regions and
also to make shallower junctions. SiGe base bipolar
transistorsare fabricated using self-aligned processes.
A maximum cutoff frequency of 113 GHz was
obtained using the SiGe drift base technique with a
germanium fraction of 25Vo at the base/collector
junction [17].
Table 4. Technological parametersfor advancedSi
r processand several SiGe HBTs.
Technology
BVcpo
BVcso
rmd
(GHz)
(GHz)
rv)
ff)
Advanced Si
2.9
l0
JO
38
BJT

SiGeHBT

2.5

9.9

SiGe HBT
3.5
9
with SIC*
SiGe HBT
6.0
IJ
no SIC*
*SIC - SelectiveImplanted Collector.

61
50

74
50

30

55

S
(, + o
p 3 o
20
10
0.1

10

Collector
current[mA]
Fig. 5. Cutofffrequency
f7 for SiGeHBT andSi
BJTversuscollectorcurren[(Ar0.5x2.5W2).

IV. CONCLUSION
The major disadvantageof conventionalECL
circuitsis the reciprocalrelationshipof the pull-down
delay and DC power.To solve this problemvarious
active-pull-downcircuitshavebeenproposed.All of
thesecircuits havebetterperformancesin comparison
-ariuirrg
to the conventional ECL. The average
capabilityis improvedfrom 592 ps/pF(conv.ECL) to
168 ps/pF (FPD-EF-ECL).From the power savings
point of view, almostall APD-ECL circuitsconsume
2x less, than the conventionalECL, for the same
delay.
Si/SiGe heterojunctionbipolar transistorshave
been used to implement high speed bipolar and
BiCMOS LSIs. Higher doping concentrationin the
basethanin the emitterhasmadeit possibleto reduce
baseresistance
and to reachcutoff frequencies
above
100GHz.
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ANALYSES OF STRUCTURE DESIGNIAND IPg, NONLINEA.RMODELING
FOR S.WATT MULTI-CELL MICR'OWAVE GAASMESF$T
Yifan Gaol ,CongGu2
lXian HighwayUniversitY,China
2shaanxiLishanMicroelectronics
Institute,China
Abstract - The characteristics are described
about GaAs MESFET with S-watt large-gate-width
multi-cell structure, including optimal structure
design, processes and high breakdown u-oltageand
overcurrent capacity. Also, we put forward the
modified 14,nonlinear model, and the agreementwith

7gtlcmZ. Owing to the FET thickness reduced, only
40 to 50um, the heat sinking requirement was also
fitted for. In addition, because the stresslessSi3N4
layer was grown on the GaAs substrate, the
piezoelectric effect was eliminated, which FET
passivationprocesseshave realized.

experiment using this typical model was better than
the results by directly employing the common models.
Keywords - GaAs MESFET, EMS, lnrge signal
model
I.INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, state-of-the-art microwave power
GaAs FETs are extensively used in a wide variety of
practical radar, communication, navigation, and
sensing system at microwave and even millimeter
wave frequencies.Such applications are numerous as
test instrumentation, satellite and electronic
communication, electronic warfare, electronic
scanning through phased arays, direct broadcast
satelliteT/R module.
But in microwave power GaAs MESFET design,
one of the main problems is that an effective gate
width must be much large based on 0.5Wmm power
density rule if output power is larger than SW.
Meanwhile many other factors should be considered
which affect the device performance,i.e. heat sinking,
high breakdown voltage and overcurrent capacity etc..
This paper describes that the combination of
conventional structure design and novel processes
make the FETs best performances,also, we set up the
improved nonlinear model to simulate this typical
FET I-V characteristics.
II. DESIGN AND PROCESS
Firstly, the FET designedhas the foilowing basic
structure specifications (shown in Fig. 1), 0.5um of
gate-length, 150um of single finger gate-width,
145um of an effective finger gate- width, 12'6mm of
overall gate-width, l2.O6mm of an effective total
gate-width. It is composed of six cells. Each cell has
14 gate-fingers. The gate structure was recessed in
sub-micron, and the active regions were formed by

Fig. 1. Plane schematicof one cell: G-gate pad'
D-drain pad, S-sourcePad
Secondly, eight gate pads and seven pads are
laid on, as shown in Fig. 2, although this typical FET
consistsof six cells. One is to shield the gate bonding
pads from the interference of outer electromagnetic
field, the other is to keep all signals in balance,
aiming at increasing the efficiency of power
combiner, and also preventing the burnout from the
FET self excitation.

EEEEEE
ac'tiverEgion

nEEEBMMEgEEE
Fig. 2. FET laYoutofbonding Pads

5i29+ lonir"d implantation, The maximum saturation
cuffent (1dss)is larger than 2.4A and the maximum
breakdown voltage is higher than 20Y. The Ohm

Thirdly, the good Ohm contact resistancesare
fabricated by complicated processesof the electron
beam-heatevaporationand separateevaporationafter
the wafers were cleaned with the ionized beam. Then
the AuGeNi layers fabricated were under the fast
metalization. The stability of typical Ohm contact is
quite well. This performance is experimented under

contactresistanceratio rangesfrom 1.8 to 1.9 %o l0-

the 1000A/c-2

cutrent through 1600 hours, the
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resistanceratio is no apparently changed' The other
main process is to increase the breakdown voitage
above 20V, by controlling the recessed slope
formation eroded by using proportionally different
solutions. Therefore this typical FET has many overadvantages, and can be employed in the practical
application of hybrid MIC.
III.IdS NONLINEAR MODELING
SIMULATION

AND

For microwaye power FET, necessarily, the
nonlinear characteristics should be predicted and
simulatedin order to obtain the ultimate power output
availably, because power FET often works in large
signals. The other reason is that the conventional
device theories such as Shockley gradual channel
approximation could not be used in modern
submicron GaAs MESFET model. Recently starting
with a computer simulation of the device or circuit
using two-dimension (2-D) numerical model with
rigorous varied boundary condition, although more
accurate, is not suitable for use in circuit analysis
becauseof its complexity and numerous parameters.
Thus paying attention to the identification of physical
mechanisms for the understanding of submicron
microwave MESFET, a generally accepted DC
model, simple, compact anci minimum number of
variables, can predict device characteristic trends
regardlessof size, and for a given device size it can
predict the characteristicsfor all variables.
Presently, a variety of noniinear models used to
simulate the MESFET dc characteristics, claim to
satisfy the required criteria. We have done the
comparative accurucy of the following models
through studying, they are three commonly employed
modelsin circuit design, 1) Curtice rnodel [1], [2]; 2)
Kacprzak-Materkamodel [4]; 3) Statz model [3]; 4) A
newly improved modei, is put forward here based on
summed up almost all previous nonlinear theories
proposed [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. The four models
comparedhere sharedthe topology shown in Fig. 3.

convergence,consists of hyperbolic tangent function
(TANH) term, has continuity of its first- and secondorder differential function, and is dependenceof both
V' and Vds.
Secondly, the parameters should be fewer, and
the physical interpretations should have in these
parameters.Thirdly, the analytical expressionsshould
be fairly simple, not complex.
According to the above-mentioned rules, the
analytical formula of the large signal model for.
microwave high power MESFET are improved and
derived. They seem to predict correctly almost all the
important trends. The model proposed here is much
simpler and its parameterscan be interpreted on the
DC characteristics. The model has the following
expressions:
(

t l

(r-Lvd,!3!)tanhlavr,)v,sv*
,
1r,,"",'*X")tr+Bvp")r
vt
vt
Iat=1

v,<v*

lo

Where 17r, is saturation cuffent; Vyp is threshold
voltage of an ideal FW (V77=VO-V6; whete V, is
pinch-offvoltage); B, y and cxare parameters.
Comparison of the model presented with three
kinds of the original formula proposed by Materka,
Statz and Curtice, using Eq. (2) as RMS error values,
we found that the modified 16r' in here are more
accuracy. From Fig. 4 and Table I, the model shows
that it gives an excellent agreementbetween measured
and calculated I-V characteristics for microwave
power GaAs MESFET.

zlrrz

( ,

=lI ltr,,-t*l
RMs
I
l.r=r
)

element operating at microwave frequency. In
modeling the several principles is abided by during
the deriving model. Firstly, 17", formulae has fast

(2)

TABLE I
RMS.COMPARISONFORFOURMODELS
Model

GaAs MESFET

Statz

5.283%oI0-2

Materka

4.746%o10-2

Curtice

8.524o/ool0-2

Paperresenting

Fig. 3. Common model topology for four model
A newly modified large-signal model for 5W 12.6mm
multi-cell microwave power GaAs MESFET is
mainly the analytical expressions of l1dVgyVas)

(1)
(1a)

Vt =Vto+Vro*TVa,

3.546%o10-2
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t3l H.Statz,et al, "GaAs FET Device and Circuit
Fig. 4. Comparisonof measuredand computed data
for 6X 0.5 X 150um FET. Black dots - measured
Dashedline - Curtice model,Real line - modified
model.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A microwavepower FET with six-cell 5W has t6l
been fabricated,and nonlinear characteristicshave
beenstudiedfor the furtherapplicationsuchasmultiFETscombinerfor the higherpoweroutput.The only t7l
drawbackin analyticalFET modelsthat are usedin
circuit simulationis that the parametersare dependent
on processesadding semi-empirical values' Its t8l
applicationis limited.
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MICROWAVE FET TRANSISTORNOISE MODELING
ASING NEARAL NETWORKS
Vers Markovii. Zlatica Marinkovif
Abstract - Noise .modeling af microwave FET
transistor (MESFET) by using multilayer neural
network approach is presented in this paper. We
extracted four noise paremeters in terms of
conventional small-signal intrinsic equivalent circuit
elements and three equivalent temperatures. A four
layer neural network was used for successful
representation. The results obtained by using neural
network &re compared with measured date uvailable
in manufacturers t catalogues.
Keywords - Neural network, modeling, microwave,
MESF ET, noise parameters.

I.INTRODUCTION
A neural network has recentlygained aftention
as a fast andflexible vehicle to microwavemodeling,
simulation and optimization. The neural network
can be considered as a matrtx function which
provides an approximate model of the system.The
structure of this fanction is defined a priori and
dependson the Ape of the problem to deal with
(identiftcation, classiftcation, pattern recognition,
speech processing, control). The parameters
characterizingthe neural network are computedfor
the speciftcapplicationas a resultof an optimizntion
procedure (training process). In this way, proper
representationof systemresponseto a given set of
input conditionsis provided. When the speciJicset of
parqtnetersis computed,the nearal network modelis
deftned and can be usedfor the prediction of the
responseto new input vectors,without requiring any
further computational effort. Neural network
capability to provide carrect answer to the input
which is not included into training set
(generalizntioncapability) is the strongestmotivefor
further investigationin the neural networkarea.
A multilayer perceptron(MLP) network lll is the
most widely used urchitecture of neural network
becauseits structare is not complexand it is easyto
be accomplished.MLP neural network belongs to
the type of the clsssicalblack-box model. We can
neither see nor embedfunctional dependenceinto
is extracted
dataflow of model,but this dependence
from training data. Therefore, large amount of
training data is usually needed to ensure model
accaracy.In the training processof neural.network,
tke training data are obtainedby either silnulation
or measurement.
Recently,neural network has successfullybeen
applied to modeling of microwave transistor static
characteristicsfll.
The fall-noise characterization of miuowave
FET transistorsrequires the detennination of theirs

four noiseparameters(minimum noiseJigure F *io,
normalized equivalent noise resistance rns
magnitude and angle of optimwm reflection
coefftcientloo). Since in the rnicrowavefrequency
range the measurementof the noiseparametersis a
dfficult task, noise models of FET trsnsistors are
commonlyincladedin standardmicrowavesoftware
and used in computer ai.ded design (CAD) of
microwavecircuits.
In the previous work [2], the authors of this
paper havedeveloped
a procedurefor efficientnoise
prediction of microwaveFET transistors extending
Pospieszalski'snoisemodelbasedon using two noise
sources t3) by including the correlafion between
them. A procedure for this model implementation
within input ftles of program Libra t4l was
developed.
In this p&per we apply neural network approach
to noise modeling af microwaveFET transistors by
using a program NeuroModelerdevelopedby one of
the uathors of the reference |1. The learning
process is aceomplished by using computational
results refening to simulated model of diffirent
MESFET transistors.The trained neural network is
testedfor NEC transistorN71000A.
II.

MULTILAYER NEURAL NETWORK

A standardmaltilayer neural network is shown
in Fis.t.l5l.
o .r.

o ,

layerN"
layer I

layer1

layer 0
it*

iz*

ink

Fig.I. MLP neural network
In this ftgare, neurons represented by circles are
grouped in N7 layers. The Fh layer includes N7
nearons. This network consists of an input layer
(layer 0) which inclades n neurons, an output layer
(layer N) which includes tn neurons, as well as
hidden layers.
Neural network is learnt by astng data from
training set P = {-pp pz, ... , p71o}.The sample ppis
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deftnedby input vectorip = ( 4* izt .., io* )r and by
desiredoutput vector tk= ( tt*tz**. t*1r)7, i.e.
pp= Qy,t). On the other hand a networkresponseto

The weights are determined iteratively, so the partial
derivatives of tke etor function over the weights
have to be determirued:
t-(t)
dtt,=9-:+.

theinput signalilris ou= @uroz*...o*k)T.

a*!! atl a*!j'

itn
neural network vll) 62n61ss
In the consi.d,ered
neltrons in layer I, while alf

denotes synaptic

weightbetweenthe output o;fnearon vll-l) ang ;tn
input of neuron v? . When io is at the network
N 4jl.
"?
In this case,the outputof neuron ,9' it of) . sin"",
inpat, the signal at ilh input of neuron

the output signal of neuroo v(-I) is led to ith input
Finatlv, as
"!j),=r{iu'.
network outputs are outputs from NLh layer,

of neuron u'j',

then

then:oi1,= u!{ ") .

In this case, it is necessary to know not only the
neuron states from layer below but also partial
derivatives from layer above.
This probtem can be solved successfutly by using
calculates
which
algorithm
backpropagation
two fazes
through
partial
derivative
recursively the
(backward faze and forward faze)" Both fazes are
applied sequencely to all samples froru the training
set. Tke whole training set processing is called an
"epoch". A number of epochs shoul.d be done in
order to train the network as long as the satisfied
accuracy of network output is accomplished. There
are modifications of this algorithm with higher
convergence order. The most important of them are
conjugate gradicnt and quasi'Newton methods.

Euch neuron is characterized by an inpat
interacti.onfunction (activatiott'signal), an qctivstion
function anil a threshold level of the uctivation
function. When ip is at the network input the
activationsignal of nearon u? X d.enotedot {jl.
A.noatputsignalfrom this neuronis l5l:

,'jl=r!'F'j/)

(1)

wheregy) 1x1is the activstionfunction.
Atl neurons have linear input interaction
function. Therefore, activation signal of neuron

v(!x'

&-l

Nrt

.
.':l=
2r',j',!i-"
t*!j)"!'!1,=
"
i=0
i=0

G)

(2)

IIT. RELAT ION S DE S CRIBIN G T RAN SI STOR
NOISE MODEL'
The equivalent circuit of MESFET noise wod-el
is shown in Fig.2 (the intrinsic circuil is framed. with
a broken tine). The noise contributions af the
resistance R* and ccnduetance G6, are modeled by
voltage noise source egsaftd current noise source i6r,
The
respectively, which are in correlation.
equivalent tentperatures T, and T4 are assigned to
the voltage sowree egs end currerut source i6r,
respectively, while the correlatian between thern is
presented by the conplex equivalent temperature
T, =l4leiffi"
/,

. The corresponding relntions are:

,r\

(lrr,l-)=4kTrRssB,

6)

Neuronsfrom input layer have linear activation
/. .r\
6)
function, tt. ,!? =\1r, while other neuronshave u
(1,*1")=4kraGasB,
\
,
smooth switch function sueh as sigmoi'dfunction
/
\
real neuronwith a threshold qr*ila)=0"./ilr*,1')(ltd,l2)
=4t48,
s?)=rlV+e-*).A
(7)
one
that
has
neuron
by
binary
Ievel0 is represented
where k is Boltzmann constant, B is increntental
consta.ntinput more with zero threshold level,

"flo

bandwidth and <> representstime average-

= rt;' =7 and.t;'j = 9.

The basicpurposeof the training is to tninimize
the dffirence betweenthe desiredoutput tp anil the
actaal outqtutsok, obtainedwhen ip is at network
input. Thus, the error function can be deftned as
follows:

=lirr',{u - t,*)2.
uo=li.ro,* - t,,k)2
o

s=l

(3)
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outputsare noiseparameters:minimunt noisefigure
F*io; rrorfitalized.equivalent noise resistance r*
magnitude and angle of optimum reflection
coefftcientToo,
As noise parametenne(xaretfi.ent in mi.crowave
- = l0logi|I - j .-:Y!-l
2o,1
^ 4 v r ---e4,ro'cka?
Rf.sr
Fmr.z
Svdsrd
frequency range requires expensive and complex
Smto'
I
equipment, and noise parameter duta available in
2
t
manufacturer's catal.ogue &re not often quite
- \r"lrrY-, za*c a{'lrAP'a')t
enough and appropriatedfar training purpases,this
process is accamplished by data obtained by
FORTRAN program developedon noise pararneter
mqthemuticalmodel(eqwatians(8)4 I 2).
Equivalent circuit pararneter values ased f,or
training duta generationare from rot ges Apical for
ME SF ET transistors[6].
After training process,the modelswere testedfor
7
NEC
transistor N714004,For this transistorthere
*,s*l T rl P t
(10)
'** o p. =
t_
jh'"
are manafacturer's S-parameter ilatd in the
GarTaet'
frequency range (1.5-26.5)GHz and noiseparameter
dstq.at scveraldiscretefreqaencics in the range (2o ^ - , =*
, r r D 18) GHz. The elementsaf the MESFET intrinsic
Ga,raQt
Qi;c*ro \G"ro ) )
equivalentcircuit as well as equivalenttemperatwres
I
are extracted by using standard eircait sirnwlator
Libra,
in the way given in l2l. Thefollowing values
-Zo
jX
+
Roo,
oil
F
_
(12)
are obtained:
't ^oPt
-r

Intrinsic transistor circait noise parameters can
be expressed as function of equivalent circuit
elements, three equivalent ternperatures and
frequency as follows l2l:

(

L

4W'WI

*,=7^*.
W.

Rop,- ix oo,+ Zo'

(8)

r#@,- in*rzea\
e)

Cr;-0.28nF , Rs"=3.1Q, gm=0.055, r--3.34ps,
Gas=0.0045,Td=154K, Td=2awK, lTrl=sr.zx,
where: To=290 K, Zo=5A {2,
'cc=l1.3Ps,
=1jaCrsRgs,
2t
Qt =1+ jici,CrsRgs,
g, = jaCgs,
In this way obtained equivalent noise model
Pr =coslo{tc -t)]
and
parametersare usedas inputs in rueuralnetworkfor
Pz=sinlr:s(rr-r)f.
test process.The averageercor (AE) and the warst
caseenor (WCE) betweenneurul wodel aatputsand
IV. MESFETNOISEMODELINGBY
referent (measured)data in general and for ecch
USINGNEARALNETWORK
noiseparameterare given in Table L Shown results
refer to the best model of fu{LP3 structure and for
realize
a
newral
model,
MLP?
the
airn
to
YYith
conception(with three layers i.e, one hi.dd.enlayer) two of the best models af MLP4 struetwrefor euch
and MLP4 conception (with four layers i.e. two model group trained by the same sample number.
hidden layers)wereused.In neural network trai.ning Thus, on the basis of minimal ercor criteria, it can
on the given set of samples, we have used quasi- be concluded that the best madeling of MESFET
Newton and canjagate gradient methods with the N710004 tra.nsistornoise parameter is achievedby
aim to reduce an output enor. Models were trained modelM1600-4-15-158.
The results for MESFET noise parameters
on the setswith 500,1000and 1600training samples
referring
to wholc equivalent transistor circait
and are denotedin thefollowing way:
- Mm-3-nP-modelof MLP3 straeture witk n neurons including parasitic effects are representeitin Fig.3.
in hidden layer, trained on the set of m saruples,by The characteristicsohtained by asing MLP4 neural
network (denatedby NN4) are conpared witk the
methodP.
- Mm4-n-kP-model of MLP4 structure with n ones assigned to the rneasured ilata (MEAS). ft
nearons in the Jirst hidden layer and k neurons in should be pointed oat that a very well agreetnent
the second hidden layer (obseweil from inpat to between these two cunes is accomplishedfor all
output) trained by methodP on the set of m samples, noiseparametersi.n whal.efrequency range.
Newral models that conespond to nohe
V. CONCLUSION
representationdescribedabove have ten inputs and
four outputs. The inputs are intrinsic equivalent
Noise parameter modeling of MESFET
circuit elements(Cr, fuF), Rss(gl), g* (mS), r (ps), transistor is perfarmed by using MLP3 End MLP4
Go, !S)), eqaivalent temperatares (Ts (K), Td (R), stracture of neural network with dffirent namber af
11116), r" (ps)) and frequency f (GHz). Model neurons in hidden layers.Neursl modelsare trained
on three training data setsby using qaasi-Newton
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end edtwjagetegradicnt ruethods. The obtuined 1600) give better results than the ones trained on
reswltsshawtkat betteragreementbetweennodeled 500 and fiA0 sarnples and that quasi-Newton
and referent (rneaswred.)data is accomplishedby training methodgi:vesthe bestresuksfor both MLP
wsing MLF4 madels than by using MLPS madels structures. Thus, the best modeling is achizved by
(Table tr.)" Alsooit can be concludedthat models using M16004-15-I 5q model.
trained witk higher number of samples(for example
TABLE I. Tnsrn'rennsatTs
General
Madel

AE
lV"1

wcE

n4s80-3-rso

8.742

M580.4-15.100

2.260
5.314
2.083
1.763
1.567
1.170
0.827
0.921

29.473
6.544
t3.14]
7.593
5.112
5.991
4.655
3.068
3.455

Ms00-4-15-150
M1000.3-14-O
M10004-10-100
M10004-10.120
M1600-3-120
M16004-15-fi4
M16004-18-$A
o NFt{lN
NN4

lV"l

Fmin

Rn

AE
tE"l

wcE

4.844
2.292
1.706

8.3r8

t.251
1.219
r.015
0"881

2.438
2.188
2-290
2.103

0.373
0.605

tq"l

5.217

tq^1

lfoptl',
AE
we&
tq^1
lVol

6.911 22.12s 29.473

5.678
1.589

2.457

2.351

4.270

6.127

0.985

0.951
r.018
5.734

4.046
3.226
3.619

0.342

1-407

2.366

4.483
8.958
7.59i
5.112
5.991
4.655

0.962

0.602

0.885

0.959

0.458

r.326

1.578
1.954

3.068
3.4s5

5.559

+ NFMIN
I'IEAS

O l,lAGIGMNI +
NN4

wcE

AE
t%t

I4AGIGMN]
|\1EAS

2.289
0.410
0.778

o F N
NN4

Ane (lopt)
AE
wcE
tqhl
lVol
2318. 3.991
.6.544
2.814
11.134 I3:,100

2.62s

3.508

1.828
0.642
1.093
0.755
0.667

3.452
1.635
1.925

2.031
1.713

* R N
MEAS

tr ANGIcl4Nl + AN6IGMN]
NN4
l'lEAS

Fig, i. Noiseparurneters:a) Minimum noisefigure; b) Normalizednoiseresistancel
c) Magnitwde and d) Angle of optinurn reflection coefficient
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MESFET NOISE MOPETING BASES CIF{NOXSEWAVE TEMPSRAS'{.]R.ES
Oliveru Pronid, N sts&afu{alef -trlid
F aculty af Electronic Eregineering,Universiy af Nii, Vugrtslavia

Abstract - A simple procedure for extraction the
intrinsic noise wave ternperatures in the wave
representations af microwave transistors is presented
in this paper. A set af equation describing the noise
paremeters as the function of three equivalent noise
tenxperotures is implemented within the circuit
simulator Libra. After that, the wave noise rnodel is
defined as new user-defined element of program
Libra library. Gaod agreement between modeled and
measurednoise parameters is obsen'ed.
INTR,ODUCTION
Small-signal low noise microwave transistors are

by theirequivalentcircuitswhieh
usuallyrepresented
include noise sources. There are several different
of a noisy two-port circuit, [1]" Each
representations
representationis characterisedby the existenceof a
noiseless two-port network and two additional
correlated noise sources. Noise is typicaliy
characterisedusing combinations of equivalent
voltageandcurrentsources.
A significantcontributionto the MESF"ETncise
modelingwasmadeby Pospieszalski,
[2]. The model
he presentedis basedon .Flrepresentationof MESFET
intrinsic circr.dtwith two uncorrelatednoise sources.
On the basis of that approach,the authors of this
paper developed a CAD oriented procedure for
MESFET, HEMT and DUAL-GATE IvIESFETnoise
parameters
prediction[3], [4]. We also extendedthe
Pospieszaiski'snoise model by introducing the
correlationbetweennoisesources,[5].
For high frequencycircuit applications,however,
a wave interpretation of noise seems more
appropriate.Wedge and Rutlege showed, [6], that
wave approachcan be useful for noise modelingand
measurement
of ndcrowaveFETs. They derivedthe
expressionsfor noise wave parametersof device
intrinsic circuit as the functions of equivalentcircuit
eiements, equivalent gate and drain temperature.
Basedon that,an extractionprocedurefor noisewave
sources in MESFET wave representations was
in [7].
suggested
The aim of this paperis to presenta new simple
procedure for noise rnodeling of rnicrowave
transistorsby using three noise wave temperatures.
The completeprocedureis CAD-orientedand can be
implementedin the commercial microwave circuit
simulatcr Libra [8]. I{owever, with the aim to avoid
the repetition of this routine whenever a new
transistorshould'beanalyzed,we applieda procedure
for creatingnew Libra library three-portelementfor

MESFET signal and noise sirnulations,that can be
usedlike all other standardLibra library eleinentsby
using only one instruction. This prccedure was
performedby using speeialprogramLibra supportfor
definingnev/usef,'sclementsnamedLibra Sr. [9].
WAVER,EPRESENTATIONS
NOXSE
OF'TWO.PORT
CIRCUITS
A linear noisy two-port network can be represented
by noise waves and scattering pararnetersas shown
schematically in Fig. 1. a). Noise waves b4 arrCb*2
eontribute to the scattered waves such that the wave
variables and scattering parameters satisfy the
following equation

(1,
3;iL;].w;,f
tll=[il

The other waverepresentatian
of a noisy two-port
using two input noise wave sources{i, and bn and
transferscatteringparameters[fl is shownin Fig. 1.
b). The matrix eqtrationfor this representationis

1",1 fT,, T,rTbrl
. [r"l

Lr,l=Lr,rrr[*r)*Lr,]

(2)

noiseiess
t w0 - p 0 r t

isl

noiseless
two-port

trl
b)
Figure1.The sehernatie
repre$entation
ofa noisy two-port:
a) usingscatteringparametersandnoisewaves,
b) usingtransferscatteringpa.rameters
andnoisewaves
noise
The elements of
soiiree vector generally are
eorrelated and characterised by comelation matrices
Cg and C7, respectively,given by
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e,,bLlf
."' _l
- <lu,,f>
>l'
\u,rf
l<u,,u;,>

figure F^i*

(3)

noise resistance Rn and optimum
reflectioncoefficientf oo,=lf
*rl"rQ,rr, Jl ll, as

r. = ro(F
^^- g*!t,lf *[-,

and

qo^l')(-",4)l
_l
11
"'

<lu,f
>)
LFu,o;>

(6)

zoll+l"r,l-

(4)

',=1ffi-4(r*"-t),
4R'To

1. _

where brackets ( ) indicate time average of the
quantityinsideand* indicatescomplexconjugation.
However, for noise temperaturecalculations,we
concludedthat it is most usefully to expressthe
correlationmatrixC1 in the following form, [10],

(7)

(8)

zolt+r"o,l'

whereZs is the normalisationimpedance(50Q) and
Zgis standardreferencetemperature(290K).
For CAD purposesit is most convenientto use
parametersdata measuredat a limited number
noise
(s)
of frequencies,that canbe found in manufacturerdata
where & is Boltzmann'sconstant and Atr is the books.
frequencyinterval of interest. In this way the noise
The intrinsic circuit noise parameters,neededfor
performanceof a two-port network is completely the equivalentnoise temperaturescalculation,
can be
characterisedby two real temperaturesQ and T6 and obtainedfrom the noise parameterdatafor the whole
a
complex
correlation
temperature ffansistorin chip or packagedform. For this purpose,
T,=lr"lei*" =lrrleia
a de-embeddingprocessis done by Libra, by adding
".
parasitic
elementswith negativevaluesand in reverse
The noise wave correlation matrix C5, describing
order
to
the
devicetwo-port circuit. The valuesof the
the circuit in Fig. 1. a), can be easily expressedas a
MESFET
equivalent
circuit elementsare extacted
function of Camatrix, [1].
from the S parameterdata.Noise analysisappliedby
Libra in this way, gives the noise parametersof
EXTRACTIONOFNOISEWAVETEMPERATT'RES
transistorintrinsic circuit.
A typical equivalent circuit of MESFET and HEMT
As example,the resultsconcemingthe noise wave
chip is considered, as it is shown in Fig. 2. The
temperaturesextraction for NEC MESFET type
intrinsic part of the circuit is denoted by the broken
N71000Awill be presented.
Elementvaluesobtained
line.
for the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 are:
Rs=0.2452,
Zs=0.158nH,R;2.2A{2, r.r:0.131nH,
Rs=4.13Q, Zs=0.036nH,g.=48mS, Cry0.046pF,
rrr=2.91C2,Cr"=0.311pF,16;-245{2,Car=0.097pF.

Cr = kLf
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Figure2. Equivalentcircuit of MESFETandIIEMT chip

Noise wave temperaturescan be expressedin term
of intrinsic circuit noise parameters- minimum noise
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Noise wave temperatures Ta and Tb versus
frequency are shown in Fig. 3. Magnitude and angle
of correlation temperature ?" are shown in Fig. 4.
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noise wave temperatures.Obtained values for the
transistor N71000A are: Ta=120,6K, Tb=84,5K,
thesevalues,four
lTrl=lzl,+rc, tc=14,1ps.By using
noise parameterstminimum noise figure, noise
resistance,magnitudeandangleof optimumreflection
coefficient for the whole transistorare obtained.The
noiseparametercharacteristicsare shownin Figs. 5 8. The curyesobtainedby using the proposedmodel
aredenotedby MODI. The referentcuryes(REF) are
basedon the datameasuredby manufacturer.
The comparisonbetweencurvesin Figs. 5 - 8. has
showna very good agreementbetweenmeasuredand
modelednoise parameters.Several other transistors
havebeenanalysedandmodeledwith similarresults.
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NOISEMODELINGUSINGNOISEWAVE
TRANSISTOR
TEMPERATURES
Using the relationships between noise wave
temperatures and noise parameters, a procedure for
CAD prediction of MESFET noise parameters
behaviour can be implemented within the circuit
simulator Libra. For this purpose, inverse relations to
Eqs. (6) - (8) are found as
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Figure5. Minimum noisefigure
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Figure6. Noiseresistance
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(r2)
It is obvious that intrinsic noise parametersare
functionsonly of noisewave temperatures.
So, these
are the simpler expressionsthan Pospieszalski'sone,
where noise parametersare defined as functions of
equivalent circuit elements as well as noise
temperatures.
The set of equations(9) - (12) is programmedin
Libra using "equation"capabilityof circuit simulator.
After that, the remainingparasitictransistorelements
were connectedand a simple optimisationprocedure
is appliedto extractfrequencyindependentequivalent

Figure7. Magnitudeof optimumreflectioncoefficient
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Figure 8. Angle of optimum reflection coefficient
PROCEDUR"E,
FOR DEFII\ING NEW ETEMENTS
The prograrn Libra Senior (Libra Sr.) was used for

defining new element.For this purpose,it is necessary
tc modify Userproc.c file by an appropriated user
algorithm.
A procedure for defining element for intrinsie
circuit transistor noise modeling based on previously
described wave model can be present through few
steps: Firstly, S-pararnetersof an intrinsic equivalent
circuit observed as three-port element should be
defined. .A.fterthat, four noise parameters are defined
according to corresponding relationships (9)-(12).
The noise parameters are joined to a three port
element defined by S parameters using function
active-noise(ftnin, gammag, gamang, rn, rnorm),
wberc frnin is minimum noise figure in dB, gammag
and garnang are magnitude and angle of optimum
reftrection coefficient, rn is normalized equivalent
noise resistance. rnorrn is normalization resistance.
After algorithm incorporation in Userproc.c file it is
necessaryto compile a modified file in an object code
and to link module with Libra. The both processesare
doing by the instruction MAKELBRA XXX, where
XXX presents an arbitrary new three character
extensionof Userproc.c file.
A new program Libra code is on current folder and
can be called by the following insffuction:
LBRAXXX.
In this way defined three-port element represents an
element of program Libra library and can be included
within CKT block of program Libra by the following
instruction:
U3PA 1 2 3 Dl^Cgs D2^Rgs D3^gm D4^r
DS^Gds D6^Ta D7^Tb D8^Tc 9tc.
The results obtained by using the user defined
element are in completely agreernent with previously
mentionedones.
CONCLUSTON
A simple extraction procedure for intrinsie noise
wave temperatures in the wave representation of
microwave transistors is presented. Noise wave

temperaturesfor MESFET N71000A are calculated
and shown graphically as a function of frequency.A
set of equationdescribingthe noiseparametersas the
function of three equivalentnoise temperaturesis
implementedwithin the circuit simulatorLibra. The
undoubtedbenefit of creatednew Libra library threeport elements for MESFET signal and noise
simulations is that one can be used like all other
standardprogram Libra library elements by using
cnly one instruction. Noise parametercharacteristics
obtained by proposed modeling procedure are
cornparedto measuredonesandquite good agreement
is observed.
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resources.
Acceptabledimensionsof terminal&vies,
f,ow-cost.

modulation
FT'T lensth
Code rete

"

Theoreticalinvestigations,
Simulationof the functionalbtocksand srb
systems,
DesigrLprotoWingand measurements
of the
demonstrationqystemoperatingat lower
frequencyQ4 Gllzr,
Desigrr,ptotot)?ing and measurements
of
different key zub-partsof 60 GlIz systenq
Integrationof 50 GHz front-ends(with rew
lvfivIIC components)with antennas.

64 028)

64 - 512

U2.U3

v2.43

Figure 3 Characteristicsof the ANSIBLE systemand
of the demonstration
model.
IV ANTENNAS IN TIIEANSIBLE SYSTEM IN
scg.Tl2/ clliL AND 50 GHZRANGES
The following t)?es of antennasintegrated with
convenientmicrowavecircuits areplannedto be used:
o
.
o
.
.

SMART antennaswith digital beam-forming,
Spacedivenity antennas,
Antennaswith circularpolarizatiorq
Antennas with circular polarizationand conical
beafiL
High-gain antennasfor 24 Gllzand 60 GHz
nnges.

V ARRAY FOR SMART ANTENNA SYSTEM

III MAIN ACTTVTilES IIURING THE
IFWESTTGATION AND DE\IEII}PMENT
e
r

(DX4,8,16)PSK D4PSKDsPSK
(Dl6PSK)
16QAM

SMART antennasystemenables:
o
r
r

Automaticadjustrnentof direction and shapeof
the antennapatterq
Trackingofreceivingsignals,
interference.
Suppressionofco-channel

In the presentedversion of the array for
SMART
antennasysten\ 8 printed dipoles operating
"
on third resonan@are used and each of them is
c
integrated with preamplifier and a rnixer. After
mixing signal is being processedin the basebandin
order to form desiredantennabeam,[3]. The array is
The key problemsin the theoreticalinvestigation shownin Fig. 4.
and design of a MW part are antennasof different
types tlut have to b€ used in the ANSIBLE system
[], low noiseamplifiersand high poweramplifiers.
Ex:pectedcharacteristicsof the ANSIBLE systenq
as well as lhose oF the demongration model are
shownin thefollowing table,Fig. 3, [2].
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Printed antenna reai':d in the IMTEL
lnstitutehasmuchwider bandwidtlubetteraxial ratio
and lesser\/SWR comparingto conventionalprutted
with circularpolarization,[4].
antennas

IHHHHIII

FLECTOSPLATE

Figrre 4 Anay of 8 printed dipolesoperatingon third
resonance.

VI SPACEDIVERSITY ANTENNA
This antennais usedfor the 54 GHz rangein
cases when there is no line of sight and n'lten
directionof the incomingsignalis uncertain.
with 6crn sides. On
Antennais cube-shaped
the four of thenL there are triangular slots
(complemenury with bow-tie dipoles) behind which
is a "cornei' reflector plate. Bandwidth of this
antennais relatively wide and its radiation pattern is
l€ry zuitable for above-nnentioned application.
Drawing of the antennais given in Fig.5.

POLYUFETHANE

Figure6 Two orthogonaldipolesfed by a
symmetricalmicrostripline.
VIII ANTENNAS WITH CIRCULAR
POLARIZATION AND CONICAL BEAftl
These antermaswill b€ usedas base station
ant€mrasfor in{oor applicationsin order to ac}rieve
approximately uniform field in a whole room.
Diagram that shows principle of use and radiation
pa$ern of the anterun with circular polarization and
conicalbeamis given in Fig. 7, [5].

Figure 5 Spacediversity antennaVII ANTENNAS WITE CIR.CULAR.
POLARIZATION

F

I

Antennas with circular polarization are
practically unavoidablein mobile communi-cations
due Lo ilre facl. that there is no need for the antcnrn
orientationBesidethis, the specialadvanlageof the
R (Cd Rad6)
circularly polariz-edantennas-is their fcature of
additional physical attenuation of reflecterl rvaves
(due to polarizationdirectionchanging)n'hich makcs Figure 7 In{oor applicationscenariofor tlte arltema
propagationchannel mubh better and the overall
rvillr circular polarizationand conical beam.
system morc resistant in lhe case of multipat-h
propagation
::;**+::i:::::::;i:::::l:::FF::!ii-S!*+riiirit:-'*SFl:sr!!ri:tFi:iifii:ffii.lriiiiiili$ii:
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D{ HIGE GAINANTENNA,S
F'OR24GHZ ANI}
60 GHZRANGES
Theseantennaswill be used for terminal
devices,mostlyin 60 GFIzrange.Novelandinventive
solutions are implemented and obtained characteristics are much better than thoseof knovm printed
antennasoperating in millimeter range, [6J. I4ain
advantagesare: exfern€ly wide bandwidtb relatively
low losses and miniatur€ dimensions. Layouts of
printed antennasfor 60 GIfu range with 64 arfr 256
radiating elementsand with gains of 20 dBi and 25
dBi, respectivelyare shownin Figs. t and 9.

Figure 8 Printedarraywith 8x8 dipolesfor @ GHz
rlnge.

GIlz (Non-licensed band) is being under
&velopment. Modulation solution is OFDM based,
followed by features of adaptivechange of spectral
efficiency. Full integr:ition of the antenna assembly
with up/down convertersfrom 5 to 24 GHz band is
achievedin low cost way. High data rate systemfor
indoor communication in MM-wave range is the
main objectiveof the work, wherepresentedu/down
converters are playing an important role. The
proposedsystemfunctions at two froquencies,having
lhe priority at 24 GHz (ISM band).
The systemtries at first to approachusersin one
room (one communication cell) at the higher
frquency -24 GHz. This freqrmcy may allow to use
alsosectorantennawith rnediumgain (srnalt size, also
with tracking option) resulting in better
communication channel. On the other hand, good
propagation conditions allow higher spectnxn
efficiency and peakuserdatarates.At lhe sametime,
if the charurelconditions are becoming worse or the
user prefers that" lower frequency (non licensed 5
GI{z band) is switched allowing wall penetrationof
severeNLOS communication.This lower frequencj' is
at the same time intermediatefrequency of the RF
systern,so that the chip setsfor 5 GHz system may
also be used for 24 GIIZ sySem. The main idea
standing behind proposedapproach is that irr bo.{h
operationalcasesthe samebasebandhardwareinay be
utilized. The channel bandwidth may remain the
same.
Major blocks in the Systemar€ up convener
(iGHZJ}4GIIZ) with integratedsector antenru in the
trangnitter and down converter(24GHzl5GHz) with
integratedhighly directed anterula,having relatively
higlr gain, in the receiver. Block diagram of the
coramunicationsygtemoperating at 5 GHz and 24
GIIz is strownin Fig 10.

)(I I]P COI{VERTER 5 GHZ - 24 Gg'L
Signal at the first intermediate frequency is
broughtto the rnputofup converter(this sigrralis also
usedas a transnitting signalwhenthe systemoperates
Figure 9 Printedanay with 16x16dipolesfor 60 GHz in 5 GlIz range).LO signalat 19 GHz is broughtfrorn
range.
a slathesizer whose oscillator has a dielectric
resonator(DRO) at the working frequenry in order ro
generatesignalrvith low phasenoise.
X REALIZATION OF THE IIEMONSTRATION
DRO is stabilizedby a referentquanzoscillator
*IODEL AT sGHZ AND 24GEZ
GCXO) through a phase locked loop (PLL). The
sameTCXO is also usedasa referencein synthesizer
in the 5 Gl{z range.layout of the up converter5/24
The main requirement which have to fulfill
GHz is sholvn in Fig. 11. As it can be scen, thc
future systemsis to simultaneouslyexploit advantages converteris realizedon the samedielectricsubstrate
of lower and higher frequency bands. In order to with activeprintedantenna.
prove the lystem concept" dual-frequency
demonstratorworking at 24 GlIz (ISM band) and 5
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FotSry
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\
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< 34gblrs
tos fi{Lq

t

5 Gt-U
s€ctof antenna

towllobilttY

Figure l0 Blo€k diaSrdn of ttrecommunicationsysternon 5 Gt{z and 24 GHz.
Incomrng sigrni iu 5 G[Iz renge passes
derougha band-passfilts which Senuates LO- and
convertedRF-signal. Signal &om the transraitterin 5
GfIz range is ted through a low-passfitr*erpraviding
safisfactory attemrationof LG md RF- signal (24
GIz) at the input.
Signal is then brouglrt to a sfutglediodernixer
with ClaAsSchottkybarrier diod€ (Dil,fi(. 279O,}Jpba
Ind") ia flip-chip package.Diode biaskg is perfonned
i.e" to
so as to obtain optimal ndxtng per,for.neence
d,mizeconversioriloss.
ntufu
e$goiag signal is frm &e mixer led $o a
ban&pros fiilts and to th€ frst lvflvfiC pouter
amptrifier(Abha Ind AA022P1{5). Afrer &d, it is
being led to fk secondbandgas filt€r d another
powcr a.Eelifr€r (same m &e fu @e) in whose
ad€@ amry.
outpjd eircuitthere is an active FiM
The rmy is r€aliz€d with four wid&lxd dipoles
behirxdwhieh is a reflector plate at the dsatre d

about 0.2751'.Betweenihe antennaand the reflector
plate,thereis a polprethanefoamwi& e,=1.03.
Atl units of the presentedup converter with
integnted antennaare realizedon the samedielectric
substrate- teflon-fiberglass(q=2.17, h=0.254rnm),
Fig.11,[7].
XII DOWN CONVER.TER 24 GHZ,_ 5 GHZ
Down converter is shown in Fig. i2. Printed
wideband receiving a$terula with 64 dipoles is
integratedwith converter.Signal from the antennais
broughtto a band-passfilter (24 GIlz) and afterwards
to alow-noiseMMIC amplifier(AA022NI-65, Alpha
Ind"). The signal is then ld to a rat-race balanced
nnixerwith two GaAs Schottkybarrier diodes in flip
c*fp package(DMK 2?90, Alpha Ind.). Diodes are
biasd (Srx'ougha chock) with 4.5 mA'current in order
to ofiimize mixing perfonrulnce,Fig. 13, [7].

+

SGeb

t O (tS Gllzl

FigureI I Layoutof theup converter(SGHzzaGHz).
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+
5 Gtlt

(24GHils GIIZ).
Figure12 Layoutofthedownconverter
Total conversiongain is 20 dB. Dynamic range
of more than 50 dB with practical ideal linearity is
obtained. Saturationbeginswith output signal levels
of about26 dBm.
Photo of the down converter is given in Fig.
16. Totat isotropic conversion gain of the &wn
co{Nerteris 20 dB.

r/vv-ry
U
:
.-r---...-i--.-.--

i

---i :

slL
I

5
YA

t

8
x lo{

Figure 13 Influenceof diodebiasing on receivedIF
power measuredin the systemwith up/down
converters.
)iltr REALIZA']IION OF TEE
DEMONSTRATION MODEL AT 24 GHZ AIID
OBTAINED RESULTS
Both converters are rcalized on teflon- Figure 14 Tx radiated power measured with referencc
(er2.17, h=0.254mm). anteruraat specified distance.
fiberglassdielectricsubstrate
is shown on {he
converter
Realized up
photograpll Fig. 15. Diagram of the radiatedporver
versuslevel of the incomingsignalat 5 GHz is given
in Fig. 14.
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CONCLUSION
Concept and possibilities of the new
generation of mobile communication systems
especiatly suitable for indoor communications is
presented.Systemoperatesin microwavefrequency
range of 5 GHz and millimeter-wave range of 60
GHz with data rates up to l5OMb/s. Several
solutions for expected problems during the
investigation are proposed. The demonstration
model operatingat 5 GHz and 24 GIlz is realized in
order to perforrne experimentsand to veri$ the
basicconcept.
All new ideasas well as new solutions will
be applied also to new generation of microwave
communication systems that are being under
developmentin the IMTEL lnstitute.
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during the examination. Also, this technique might be
useful for determining healing progress under the
bandages and clothing, since millimeter waves
penetrate through thin layers of moderateiy lossy
materials, unlike infrared radiation.
Dental diagnostics is based on detecting areas of
higher absorption of electromagnetic radiation in a
tooth, which correspond to areas affected by dental
caries [8]. While healthy enamel and dentin have a
low water content, and therefore exhibit low loss at
microwave and millimeter wave frequencies, caries
affected areas are rnore moist and therefore more
lossy. It was shown that transrnission coefficient for
healthy and diseased parts of the tooth vary as much
as 10 dB in the frequency range of 75-110 GHz [9].
I.INTRODUCTION
Compared to X-ray imaging, besidesthe safety issue,
this technique offers a more quantitative approach
microwave
Reeent surge in commercial use of
capable of eariy diseasedetection. Based on the same
communications,
in
wireless
technology, especially
principle of increased absorption in caries areas,
and
compact,
produced
available,
cheap
widely
has
hyperthermia ffeatment of dental caries was also
microwave components, circuits and systems. With
proposed[8,10].
the similar advances in computational power and
Non-invasive detection of vital signs, such as heart
information technology, a new ground was created for
rate and respiration rate, is possible using a radar
the use of microwaves and millimeter-waves in
microwave systen" due to a Doppler shift caused by
applications ranging from land mine detection to
body movements during respiratory and circulatory
cancer therapy [1,2]. Due to the growing diversity
and intensity of the electromagnetic fields that we are contractionsand expansions[1U. Periodic movement
all imrnersed in every day, a grcat deal of effort has of lungs and heart results in frequency rnodulation of
the back-scattered signal, with the modulation
been concentrated on evaluation of possible effects of
human tissue 13,41. frequency proportional to velocity, and thus phase
fields on the
these
Various
other biomedical applications have been proportional to the displacement. This technique was
developed,including microwave balloon angioplasty demonsfiated for detection of respiratory rate in 1975
[12], and heart rate in 1979 [13]. Since no sensor is
in cardiology [5], and medical imaging [6], to
required
on the patient's body, and only minimal
just
to
paper,
we
would
like
a few. In this
mention
necessary for the use of the radar
is
training
lesser
known
following
three
introduce the
insffument, this approach is very attractive for use in
microwave and millimeter-wave applications: thermal
burn imaging, dental diagnostics, and non-invasive home care and monitoring applications.
detectionof vital signs,
II. THERMAL BUR.N IMAGING
Thermal burn evaluation is based on the difference
in black body radiation between normal and damaged
An accurate assessmentof burn severity is crucial
tissue. Depending on the water content and physical
in determining the need for hospital admission and in
temperafure of the skin, it might be possible to
guiding initial fluid restitution, as weltras establishing
determine if tissue has been partially or completely
a prognosis.Thermal burns are typically evaluatedby
permittivity
destroyed. Preliminary complex dielectric
simply iooking at the patient, and estimating the
GHz
measurements in the frequency range of 30-40
percentage
of the body area affected by the injury, as
difference
might
be
sufficient
indicate that there
well as the thickness of the damaged tissue. There is a
between the normal skin and burn to enable the
diagnostics [7]. Since this approach is passive, there need for an accurate and automated system for burn
diagnostics,which would allow for prompt evaluation
would be no additional heating and damage done

Three biomedical applications of
Abstract
microwave and millimeter-wave technology are
reviewed: thermal bwrn imaging, dental diagnostics,
and non-invasive vital signs detection. Bum imaging
and dental diagnostics are possible due to changes in
dielectric properties of damaged tissue as compared
to the normal tisswes. Therefore, it is criticsl to
evaluate complex dielectric permittivity for the tissue
and frequency of interest. Vital signs detection uses
motion sensor principle af a Doppler effect, which
requires phase demodulation. Dental diagnostics and
vital signs detection wse active systems, while burn
evaluation would use a passive imaging system.
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of burn severity, and determination of necessary
treatment. An infrared camera is one candidate for
such a system, however since it only records surface
temperature it might not provide sufficient
information on burn depth. Millimeter-wave camera
in the 30-40 GHz frequency range might be able to
provide additional information on bum thickness,
since at such frequencies millimeter waves penetrate
the skin to about physical thickness of normal skin
and provide sufficient resolution.
Electromagnetic energy radiated from the skin
dependson the physical temperature, as well as skin
emissivity and penetration depth. All of these three
parameters are expected to be altered in a different
way in case of first, second and third degree bums.
For first degreeburns such as sunburn, dryer skin and
increased physical temperature can be expected.
However, in some cases sunburn is more of an
immune responsethan a literal burn, and it is difficult
to predict whether the skin will appear wetter or
dryer. For second degree burns, or blister burns,
lower emissivity due to the increasedwater content is
expected, whereas it is not known how would
physical temperaturebe affected. In the case of third
degree or full thickness burns, extremely dry tissue
would result in increased emissivity, and physical
temperature reduced to room temperature is expected.
In passive imaging, the received signal is a
weighted average of brightness temperatures over a
volurne of tissue viewed by an antenna. The volume
of tissue viewed by the antenna is determined by the
penetration depth of the elecffomagnetic energy at the
observation frequency. The "peneffation depth" of
electromagnetic waves into a human body can be
estimated from the "skin" depth for non-ideal
conductors:

increasesthe dielectric constant,and thus reduces
emissivity.
Millimeter-wave imaging will provide lower
resolutionthan the infraredimaging,but this may be
adequate,
especiallyfor very largeburns.If a far field
antennais used (for example0.5 m away from &e
subject),resolutionof about 1 cm could be achieved
with a lens (or dish antenna)of 0.5 m diameter,at 35
GIIz. Higher resolutioncould be obtainedusing a
smaildiameter(orderof mm) transmission
line probe
(applicator)in closeproximityto the observedarea.

Fig. I Measurementtest set-up for skin dielectric property
evaluation. Reflection coefficient of open-endedcoaxiai
probe terminated at the sample is measuredusing an
Amitsu-Wiltron 3608 network analyzer.Coaxial probe is
100 mm long, and has a diameterof 2.2mm.

Complexdielectricpermittivityprovidesa clue for
deterrnining
emissivityandpenetrationdepth,andit is
thus importantto evaluateit. Skin conductivity,and
6 =l/sqrr(n p"to)
(t)
thus penetrationdepth can be calculatedfrorn the
imaginarypart, whereasboth real and imaginaryparts
wherep is vacuumpermeability,
f frequency
in Hz, affect the air-dielectric reflection coefficient, and
and o conductivity in S/m. At a distanceof one .,skin"
henceemissivity.While calculateddata up to 100
depth from the surface, electric field would decrease GHz has
beenreported,measureddataonly up to 20
to l/e of its value at the surface, and most of (more
GHz can be found in the literature [14]. The
than 90Vo) the electromagnetic energy would be
technique described in t15l was used for the
dissipated as ohmic loss. Conductivity increaseswith
measurements.
The reflectioncoefficientof an open
frequency, and also depends very strongly on the
coaxialprobe in direct contactwith the samplewas
water content of the tissue. As mentioned previously
measuredusing an Anritsu-Wiltron 3608 network
in regard to dental diagnostics, tissue with high water analyzer.Measurement
testset-upis shownin Figure
content, such as skin and muscle, as well as tissue 4. Coaxial probe
was 100 mm long, and had a
with high blood
infiltration,
has very high
diameterof 2.2 mm. The complexpermittivity was
conductivity, which means high
calculatedfrom the reflection coefficient,assuming
loss and poor penetration. On the other hand, tissue that the impedance
of the open coaxialline attached
with low water and blood content such as bones, fat,
to a lossymediumof permittivityt* canbe calculated
and healthy tooth enamel have low conductivity and
as[15]:

allow penetration.Brightness temperatureis a product
of object emissivity and physical temperature.
Emissivity represents a mismatch between an object
and air, and depends on the dielectric and surface
properties of the object. Increased water content

Z(a' e*) = l/0 rrle* C ),

(2)

where o is the angular frequency, ap6 C is the
capacitanceof the coaxial line open into free space,
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palm skin, an increaseof about 50% was observedfor
related to the static capacitance [16]. The network
the imaginary part of the complex permittivity.
onea
standard
using
analyzer was initially calibrated
the
coaxial
of
input
the
at
procedure
port calibration
25
line. Next. an additional calibration was performed at
the open end of the coaxial probe, using open, short,
Burn
gRe [t,
'F.
and deionized water as a known standard, to account
zo
for the parasitics between the probe and the sample,
4---*..,.,
fi
and to provide a reference impedance for determining
H
Norm Llskin(
0] __
C. The diarneterof the coaxial probe was 2.2 mm, Iess
fl{ l)
than the expected wavelength in the 30-40 GHz range
$
d!
inside the skin tissue, and thus good accuracy could
\
+
be achieved. All measurements were repeated five to
H 1 0
ten times for simiiar probe positions, and an average
trn [tr]
LJ
was calculated.
g
Initially, the assumption that penetration depth in
the 30-40 GHzrangeis less than physical thickness of
OJ
fr
the skin was verified. The complex permittivity of
elbow skin was measuredon one subject (Fig. 2)' and
0
the penetration depth was calculated from the
40
38
36
34
32
30
imaginary part. Since "skin" depth varies between 0.5
Frequency[GHz]
mm and 0.7 mm [7], most of the electromagnetic
of burn and normal skin dielectric
physical
2
Comparison
Fig.
typical
the
within
absorbed
be
would
energy
and imaginary parts are increased in
real
Both
permittivity,
thickness of the skin, and thus under-skin tissue
to the water content in the resulting
due
a
burn,
of
the
case
does not affect the measured results.
blister.
Measured results for a small blister burn on the
(Fig.
wete
2),
forearm, with a diameter of about 2 cm
compared with the adjacent unharmed skin on the
25
samesubject. An increaseof about IIVo was observed
for both ieal and imaginary parts of the complex
'FF zo
Re[t
dielectric permittiviry as compared to the adjacent
.E
,-*::-;
'f,
unharmed skin, due to the increased water content
F
under the skin surface. For the same reason,
Even
decreased.
somewhat
is
depth
penetration
ffrs
H
though this difference appears to be small, it still
,E
B
might significantly affect (decrease) emissivity and
thus passive measurements,especially in the case of
Im tt
PersonI
larger burns. While it would be difficult to distinguish
1
such data absolutely from normal skin measurements,
tte 5
comparative measurements between adjacent normal
Person{
{D
&
and injured skin might provide sufficient sensitivity
Person2 Wet
for burn diagnostics'
0
Next. measurements were done on the palm and
40
38
36
34
32
30
back of the hand of three subjects.Skin on the back of
FrequencY [GHz]
the hand has very similar dielectric permittivity (Fig.
7) to elbow skin, and is probably representative for
on
Fig. 3 Backof handdielectricpermittivitymeasured
skin on most parts of the body' Palm skin (Fig. 8) has
threepeople.Wet handdatafor Person2 is higherthandry
significantly lower dielectric permiuivity, probably
handdatafor anYof the subjects'
because it is a different type of skin with a thick
horny layer (without hair cells), which appears
equivalent to lower water content' A wet
measurement was also made on the back of the hand
on person 2, and a wet palm was measuredon person
3. In both cases the dielectric permittivity is higher
than that measured for corresponding dry skin on any
of the three subjects (dashed lines in Fig. 7 and Fig.
8). While the increase in the real part of complex
permittivity for the back of the hand is not very high,
the imaginary part which represents loss is altered
more significantly in both cases. In the case of wet

hr

s )

fro
B
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25
h
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F

t1

drs

Reltl

be performed in real fime, otherwise single eiement
would have to be scannedto retrieve the imaee.

Person
Person
Person
Personi Wet

III. DENTAI, DIAGNOSTICS
Dental diagnostics is cornmonly done using
dentist's subjective observation of tooth properties,
such as color and surfacehardness,as weli as clinicai
symptoms such as pain and discomfort" fulore
objective diagnostics can be obtained using X-ray
imaging. However use of X-rays has two main
drawbacks: X-rays are well known to cause damage
to the human tissue, and in the initial stages of the
dentai caries it is difficult to distinguish healthy tissue
from the tissue affected bv the disease in an X-rav
image.
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Fig.4 Palmdielectricpermittivitymeasured
on three
people.Wet palm datafor Person3 is higherthandry hand
datafor any of the subjects.
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Fig. 5 Possiblearchitecturefor a direct detection
radiometerfor thermalburn evaluation.
Evaluated skin complex perrnittivity for the case of
normal skin and blister burn, palm and back of the
hand, and wet and dry skin, up to 40 GHz, shows
clear difference in three cases. This indicates that
different emissivity and penetration depth can be
expected for normal skin and different burn types,
which might allow for millimeter-wave thermal burn
diagnostics. Further radiomeffic measurements are
necessaryto confirm this. Direct detection total power
radiometer, such as one shown in Figure 5 could be
used for such measurements.This system uses a small
aperture antenna placed in the focal point of a large
dielectric lens (0.5m diameter for 30-40 GHz), to
achieve centimeter resolution at a distance of 0.5rn.
Received signal is amplified using a broad-band low
noise amplifier chain, wift the total gaio of 50-60 dB,
and rectified using a square low detector such as
Schottky diode. Use of a lock-in amplifier and a
mechanical chopper improves the sensitivity of the

can
If a receiverarrayis usod,measurement
re€eiver.
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Fig. 6 Loss tangent as a functicn of frequency for tfuee
types of caries,dentin, and enamel.Ali types of caries
exhibit significantly higher loss tangent above 20 GHz.

Possibility of using microwave and miltrimeterwave technology for dental diagnostics and treatment
has been investigated by measuring the complex
dielectric pennittivity of enamel, dentin and dental
caries [8]. Reflection coefficients of heaithy and
diseasedteeth were measuredin the frequency range
of 0-40 GHz, using the procedure described in the
previous section for skin measurements. The tooth
material was classified as enamel, dentin" and dental
caries of Type 1,2, and 3, with Type 1 indicating the
highest moisture content. Both real anci imaginary
part of the relative dielectric permittivity are increased
significantly in caries samples as compared to the
normai tcoth, due io increasedwater content. Figure 1
shows the loss tangent for three types of caries,
enamel and dentin, indicating that even the least lossy
caries sample, Type 3, has significantly higher ioss
tangent than both enamel and dentin, particuiarly
above 20 GHz. Areas of dental carries are soft, and
have higher water content than areasofhealthy tooth.
It is therefore expected that transmission coefficient
through a healthy tooth would be higher than througtr

50

a diseasedtooth, providing a quantitative measureof
caries.
Transmission coefficients for a healthy tooth and a
tooth affected by dental caries were measured at 35
GHz, using the experimental set-up shown in Figure
2. Tooth samples were irradiated from the rectangular
waveguide, and the transmitted wave was received by
anotherwaveguide on the opposite side of the sample.
Silicone rubber sheets were placed in the apertures of
both waveguides,to reduce the mismatch between the
air-filled waveguide and the sample and to provide a
smooth interface. The aperture size of the waveguide
was 3.5 mm by 7.0 mm. Transmission coefficients for
five samplesof extracted adult teeth, measuredusing
a network analyzer, are shown in Figure 3. Sample
one, with the severe case of caries, was divided into
parts with less advanced and more advances caries.
Samples two to five were divided into a healthy part
and a part with caries. Figure 3 shows that
transmission coefficient is very similar for healthy
teeth samples, whereas it is at least 1 dB lower for
caries areas, and varies with the severity of the
disease. In this case, waveguide aperture size was
large compared to the caries sites, and it was not
possible to determinethe position of caries accurately
To improve resolution, transmission coefficient
was measuredfor healthy and diseasedtooth samples
in the frequency range from 33 to 110 GHz [8].
Three sizes of waveguide applicators were used: 5.6
mm by 2.8 mm for frequency range of 33-50 GHz,
3.8 mm by 1.9 mm for frequency range of 50-75
GHz, and 2.6 mm by 1.3 mm for frequency range of
75-100 GHz. Silicon rubber was not used for these
measurements.Transmitted power was received using
horn antennas of the appropriate size on the opposite
side of the samples.Since the apertlre size was very
srnall, it was possible to measure specific areas on
each sample. It was found that difference in
transmission coefficients between the healthy and
diseased sites increases as aperture size decreases.
While this difference was about 4 dB in the frequency
range of 33-50 GHz, it increasedto about 7 dB in the
frequency range of50-75 GHz, and to about 10 dB in
the frequency range of 75-110 GHz.
The attenuation of millimeter-waves in the caries
infected areas suggests that these areas can be heated
selectively in order to kill the microorganisms causing
the disease.In has been reported that some portions of
the caries affected areas can be re-calcified if these
areas are kept septic. Therefore it might be possible to
provide a caries treatment using millimeter-waves.
Well focused, high frequency millimeter-waves
would be required for such treatment, in order not to
heat and damagethe surrounding healthy tissue.
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Network Analyzer(Wiltron 3608)

Siliconerubber

Tooth sample
Fig. 7 Experimentalset-upfor measuringtransmission
coefficientthroughteethsamples.Piecesof siliconerubber
wereusedto improvethe couplingfrom the waveguideto
the sample.
IV. VITAL SIGNS DETECTION
Remote sensing of body rnovements associated
with the expansion and contraction of the circulatory
and the respiratory systems provides a non-invasive,
"no-sensor" technique for vital signs detection. It has
been shown [11] that heart rate and respiratory rate
can be determined using a microwave radar-like
systemshown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8 Transmissioncoefficientmeasuredat 35 GI{z for
five samplesof extractedadult teeth.Cariessamplesexhibit
ldB or morelossthanhealthysamples.
A back-scatteredsignal contains the Doppler shift
due to the movement of heart and lungs. Doppler shift
f6, for a signal at frequency f, and a constant target
velocity v in the direction of interrogation, can be
calculatedas:
fa =2vflc,

(3)

where c is a speed of light. Since heart and lung
movements are periodic, these movements will
produce a phase shift in the reflection srgnal,
analogous to the phase shift due to the varying
termination location on the transmission line (Fig.
10).
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Circulator

set-upfor non-invasivedetectionof
Fig. 9 Experimental
heartrate andrespirationrate.A small portion of the
trasmittedsignalis typicallyusedto providea local
oscillatorfor a base-bandmixer.

simple heart rate. Figure 12 shows the microwave
apexcardiogram obtained at 2-45 GHz, along with the
phonocardiogram and electrocardiograrn (ECG) that
were recorded simultaneously 1131. Microwave
measurementswere done using a 2.45 GHz radar
system, with a coaxial applicator antenna. Antenna
was placed over the apex of the heart with a distance
of about 3 cm between the applicator surface and the
chest wail of the subject. Subject was holding breath
during the measurementsto simplify the procedure.
All three recording show the same periodicity, and
events identified by ECG can also be identified in a
microwave signature. Microwave signature also
provides additional information due to the factthat it
tracks motion,while ECG tracks the electrical activity.

e-jFzAl
Fig. 10 Dopplershift for periodicmotionis analogous
to
ihe phase shift due to the variation of the termination
positionon a transmission
line.
Transmitted and received signals are typically isolated
using a circulator or a directional coupler. Received
signal is mixed down to base-band, using a small
portion of the transmitted signal as a local oscillator.
At this point, received signal is frequency
demodulated, and it is necessary to integrate it to
obtain phase demodulation. Integration can be
performed using hardware such as low-pass or a
band-passfilter, or using digital signal processing.
Transmitted signal undergoes multiple reflection at
interfaces between different tissue layes, before
reaching the heart. We can assume that body is
composedof layers of skin, fat, muscle and bone. At
frequenciesbellow 10 GHz, about half of the incident
power is reflected from the body [i7]. The other half
propagates further, being attenuated in each layer, and
partially reflected at each interface. On the average,
signal reflected from the heart is about 20-30 dB
lower than the signal reflected for the chest. Since
most of the breathing pattem is typically contained
within less than 0.5 Hz, and heart pattern within the
frequency range of 0.5-50 Hz, it is possible to
separate these two signals through the appropriate
filtering [18]. Figure ltr shows a breathing pattern
and a heart beat pattern recorded simultaneously with
such filtering" An X-band Doppled transceiver
operating at 10.5 GHz, with the output power of 510mW was used for thesemeasurements.
Since the phase demodulated received signal is
proporional to dispiacemeat, it is possible to obtain
more information on the heart behavior besides the

ir
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Fig. I 1 Breathing pattern (a) and a heart beating patrem (b)
recordedsimultaneously
usinganX-bandDopplerradar.
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CONCLUSIONS
Three microwave/millimeter-wave biomedical
applications have been reviewed: thermal burn
imaging, dental diagnostics, and non-invasive
detection of vital signs. Passive millimeter-wave
imaging might provide ways for accurateand timely
assessmentof thermai burn severity Preliminary
experiments indicate that significant change in
dielectric properties might be expectedin case of
burns, and thus provide sufficient sensitivity for
accuratemillimeter-wave characterization.However,
radiometricexperimentsare necessaryto confirm the
usefulnessof this technique.Use of millimeter waves
for dental diagnostics,basedon increasedabsorption
of electromagneticwavesin the partsof teethaffected
by caries due to increased water content, is a
promising new techniquewhich may complementor
even eliminate the use of X-rays. Potential for the
treatrnentof caries using rnillimeter-wavesdue to
selective heating has also been indicated. Finally,
non-invasive detection of vital signs based on
Doppler effect due to respiratory and vascular
movernenthas been revisited. This techniquemight
be particularly useful in caseswhere direct contact
with the patientis not desirable,for exampleif patient
has severeburns,and also in caseswhen contactis
not possible,suchasin searchandrescueoperations.
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AN XMPROVEDWEATI{ER RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSINGALGORITHM
INiIPLEMENTED ON MITSUBISHI RC.34A RADAR
A.leksandarT.Kostii-o
BratislavD.Milnvflnovii*', PredragD.Vukovii**, PreilragM.Eferica",
..
DejanD.Raniif
.
Military TechnicalInstitut, Beograd
**
Elektronski FakulteL Nii
ABSTRACT: A precise estimation of Cb (cumulonimbus) cloud cells reflectivity is essentislfor effectiveness of the rocket method seeding in the hail suppression activities. An improved weather radar signal
processing algorithm implemented an MITSUBISHI
RC-34A radar, described in this paper, is contribution
to this fficiency. The algorithm involves radar finite
bandwidth receiver calibration, time, angle and range
averaging of radar signals and transforms radar signal amplitude at the receiver output in corrected
equivalent reflectivity factor. The equivalent number
of independentsamples as a measure of uncertainty
related to the variance of the radar signal processed
by the finite bandwidth radar receiver is also given in
the paper.
KEYWORDS: Weather radar, Receiver calibration,
Weather echo averaging, Finite bandwidth receiver,
Signal correction.
EQUIVALENT

REF'LECTIVITY

FACTOR

In radar meteorology, the average of the weather echo
power is used in the computation of reflectivity" liquid
water content, rainfall rate, etc. Since the main objective of radar observation is to obtain as precise estimate of target's reflectivity as possible, the raw receiver signal must undergo several processing steps,
transforming receiver ouQut voltage to standard reflectivity measure,dBZ (reflecaviry factor in dB).

(\-/
2\

.

-P,rd(,|'

C, - constantincluding parametersfrom equation (1)

RECEIVER CALIBRATiON
Power measurementsare always made at the receiver
output and we must relate this to reflectivity. This
requires a calibration of the receiver to determine the
losses (gain) in echo power as it passesthrough the
receiver. Calibration can be done with a signal generator of known power, stable amplitude, and continuous wave. Calibration corrections are necessaryto
account for weather echo amplitude fluctuations if
nonlinear receiver is employed. Logarithmic module
is usedin MITSUBISHI RC34A radar receiver.
Receiver frequency response wiil attenuate echo
power even if the cw (continuous wave) calibrating
source indicates no losses in the receiver. Although
attenuation of different spectral components by the
receiver is not the same,we can conveniently account
for this loss by a receiver finite bandwidth loss factor.
This loss is a function of both the shape of the transmitted pulse and the receiver's frequency response.

RF
generaror

f

The weather radar equation that gives the mean
power, of the weather signal samples,in terms of Z
",
equivalent reflectivity factor, expresed in units
conventional to the radar meteorologist, [4], [3], as:

where: P, - transmitter peak power, g - antennagain,
gs-system power gain, lK*l'-retractive index, Tpulse width,0, -beamwidth, r'-range, ,t -wavelenght,
/ -atmospheric atenuation loss, /, - receiver finite
bandwidth loss factor, lr_"-transmiter-receiver loss,
Then, equivalent reflectivity factor is:

I

Osciloskop

N

(1)
g, t(Fr)o| {o)lx *l' z 1*muI m' 1
Tt'l0-" p,(t4z)g'z
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\. "' _
(lnz)riQcdt @dL'4,tr-,
6.75x2t4
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f r e q u e nm
c ye t e r

P o w em
r eter

FigureI. Measurement
method
The calibration curves and receiver's frequency responsemeasurementmethod is establishedaccording
to the figure 1. Of course, a network analyzeris better
solution, but it is not a usual part of maintenancetools
or instruments.
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Calibration and receiver frequency responsecurves
is the first stepwhich shouldprovide the
measurement
parametervaulesusedin signalprocessingalgorithm.

3m

can, using the logarithmic module gain curve supplied
by manufacturer, transform frequency response measured values into those, corresponding to the bandwidth of receiver linear part. The obtained frequency
responseof the receiver linear part is, then, normalized and approximated with:

I Y=34*oo3x+46E-sx,I
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and,it givesthe finite receiverbandwidththat is necessaryfor lossescalculations,figure 4. Bu is 6dB
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Figure 2. Receiver calibration curve and transfer function
of logarithmic module at the Kukavica radnr site
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Figure 3, Receiverfrequency response measured at the
logaithmic module output at the Kukavica radar site

Knowing the receiverbandwidth,one can calculate
pulse shapeat the output of the receiverlinear part
usingthefollowingequation:
(4)

Calibration

curve, figure 2, plots the relation between

-f
vo,,Q)=a,is.

RF power at the input and measuredvaluesof signal
amplitude at the receiver output, whereasreceiver
bandwidth,obtainedfrom receiverfrequencyresponse
curve,figure 3, is neededfor receiverfinite bandwidth
lossfactorcalculations,[1], [2].
Becauseof the large weatherechodynamicrange,the
receiverchain with logarithmicmoduleat the endof it and get the range weighting function as:
performsweatherecho signals amplification in MITSUBISHI RC34A. For the analysispurpose,the re- (5)
ceiveris divided into two parts,linear, consistingof
RF preamplifier, mixer, IF amplifier, and nonlinear
logarithmic amplifier-detectormodule.Installedlogarithmic modulehasfrequencybandwidth(greaterthen
zna^( - r - - '")-ll
- € t T .l
i---"':i
10 MHz) muchwider then echosignalspectrum(0.5
ili
" [ c J + t n z' ;[ "
4)))
MHz), and bandwidth of the receiver linear part
(about2 MHz). Therefore,it is assumed
that the logarithmic module frequencybandwidth is infinity and
its influenceon the receiverbandwidthdoesn'texist.
Taking into considerationpreviousassumption,one

=,,.+El'rlffif',-'.?J]
w(r)
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Since the integral of

lWlr;1'? is equat crf2 for
infinite bandwidth,the finite bandwidthloss factor.
fl4} t4l, canbe definedas:

power,Po,sincerain echosignalis random,b) to limit
receiverthermalnoise influence to detectionprocess,
1151. The samples of receiver output voltage,
Ur*lVl, are convertedto correspondingpower at

(6)

receiverinput by meansof look-uptableimplementing radarcalibrationcurve(in our caseit wasenough
to use 2nd order polynomial with coefficientsA;,
i=0,L,2obtainedfrom measuredcalibrationcurveby
minimum squareenor secondorder polynomialfit),
[8]:

( '_ = { I f l w t r t l , a ,
2ll'"'

which is the weather signal power loss causedby the
finite bandwidth of the receiver.
Including attenuation in gases and the finite bandwidth loss factor in eq. (2), it can be calculated
equivalent reflectivity factor vs. signai level at the
receiver output and display that data on the screen.
The Kukavicaradar is treated as example on figure 5.
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The correspondingsamplesof the receiver input
power (i.e. corresponding
rangegates)from successive sweeps,P;,1,,ata averagedby meansof moving
window,[5], N sweepslong,with equalweights:
o l ' * ! ! 2

7,

'4

+ Aru,.o+,4o

(8)

4n-

g

P,,oldBml- 4(U^)'

(7)
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1 ^

-Po-u/z'*1
=;lNP'-t'& tPn+nlz'*

,=,I'r*!''o
N e {2.,4,8,16,32}

This kind of averagingis chosensinceit lendsitseHto
very efficient recunentimplementation.Providedttrat
NF,-r.o is stored from previous calculations,only
threeoperationsare requiredper sample- addition,
subtractionand shift. However,the estimationproblem is complicateddue to the fact that the receiver
input-outputtransferfunction,P,,*=g(An,t)
(An6is z-th
sweep,ft-thrangegatereceiverinput signalenvelope),
is nonlinear since MITSUBISHI RC34-A weather
radaremployslogarithmicreceiver.Underassumption
of Rayleighdistributedreceiverinputenvelope,i.e.,

(e)

p(A,,)=+-r(+)

?

t

the mean power estimate {*, obtained using eq.(8),
P*mc
_|
is biased by constant factor (in dB) (compared to unl
l
t
l
biased one, obtained by averaging of input power in
'6 '$ '- '[JI";:*
"
linear domain, which would be prohibitively time
consuming due to need for mean power estimatelogaFigure 6, Sameasfig.Sfarthree radars
rithm calculation in order to obtain reflectivity
ldBzl). The expectedvalue and the standarddeviation
Figure 6 shows differences between three radars of
the sametype,MITSUBISHI RC34A.Knowingrhese of signal power estimation i*, for logarithmic retl
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differencesis of essentialimportancefor composite ceiver-detectorare, respectively:
radarpicfurescalculationsin a radarnetwork.

(10)

SIGNAI, PR.OCESSINGALGORITHMS
stepI: Sweep-to-sweep
averaging
The role of the receiver output signai averagingis
twofold: a) to obtain an estimateof mean reflected

E(h,r)=."['.
*Jr- ,

o(4
0)=['"['.*)-.'"[,.+)J"t,-
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relationshipbetweenthe weatherradar echocorrelation function and the receiverdetectedoutput correlastep2: Block averaging
tion function.This uniquerelationshipis usedhereto
When observingmore distantranges,resultingrange calculate the variance of the averageweather echo
gatemay give rise to sampling frequencyunder the estimates.Anothermeasureof uncertaintyrelatedto
Nyquistfrequencydeterminedby receiverbandwidth. the varianceis the equivalentnumberof independent
In orderto preventaliasing,radarechois sampledat samples.In this work, the equivalentnumberof inde2,4 or 8 timeshigherrate then determinedfrom Ar. pendentsamplesfor averageweather echoesat the
logarithmicreceiverwith finite bandwidthis
After performing step 1, samplesblocks of length outputof
calculated.
equalto oversamplingfactor are averagedin order to
Ken, [6], relatesthe normalizedcorrelationfunction
reduceamountof data.
of the output signal for logarithmicmodule of the
receiverto the correlationfunction p of signalat the
inputofit, as:
step3: Detection
whereI denotesthe gammafunction,[12].

Influence of the receiver thermal noise on the meteorologicalproductsdisplay is limited by comparing
averaged signal level with threshold obtained by
slightly modified well-known CA-CFAR algorithm,
appliedon periodicallyestimatedmeannoisepower.
Estimationis obtainedby averagingnoise samples,
from a few gatesbelonging to the time interval beyond maximumrangeof radar,underassumption
that
the time interval is clear of clutter and meteorological
targets.Thresholdvalue is determinedfrom estimated
meannoisepower,desiredfalse alarmrate andoverall
averagingfactor No-N+Na, according to the CFAR
algorithm. Only the signals above thresholdundergo
step4 processing.

step4: Signal corcections
This stepintegratesseveralcorrectionsthathaveto be
appliedto averagedsignal in order to obtain reflectivity from it. As the first, the estimateof mean input
signalpoweris correctedfor thg bias arisingfrom the
fact that the estimateis obtainedby averagingin logarithmic domain.After that, a compensationfor atmospheric and attenuationdue to distanceof the observed
disrributedscatterers(an analogueto SensitivityTime
Controlin classicradardesigns)is effected.Thus,the
reflectivitymeasureexpressed
in dBZ is obtained:
(1i)
-Crou !
10logZ,.o[dBZf= Fn,o,o"
*C.tio",aa
+ 20 log ro + 20log (,+I0log 1.,

(r2)

il,

m=l

Correlation function need not be restricted to explicit
function of time, and is a function of the input signal
correlation which may include time, angle and range
as independent variables. It can be shown that the
normalized correlation function is:

(13)

p(6t,A,6\ ) = p(6r)p(A)p(6\)

where , p(A),p(6T.)and

p(6r)are the normalized

conelation functions for time, angle and range, respectively,t1 11,t101.
The equivalent number N, of independent samples
has been defined as the ratio of the variance of a single sample to the variance of the sampled mean (Nathanson [16]). For discrete sampling N, is given as:

(14)
*,'=+.+'5'f*,

-ro)'po(rozo)

Averaging in range space. A rectangular transmitted
pulse shape of length T is considered. Correlation
function at the output of linear part of the receiver is:

(1s)
--li-r-.r).*o[" l; .e
6'8)' x__d T " |I
R*(&,)=rJ,/ffi
J,(
L 8tn2 1 )

L
lax
l

and its normalizedform:

(16)
TIME, ANGLE ANID RANGE AVERAGING OF
RADAR ECHOES

o \. .2. -z
0 r o g ( t ) =* z L P ' " ' m '

P-(6tr)=ffi

Combiningequation(16) with equation(12), the reThe uncertaintyin measuringor estimatingaverage ceivercorrelationfunctionat the outputof logarithmic
weatherechopower is importantin establishingcon- module(includingfinite receiverbandwidth)becomes
fidencein the computedvalues.To help establisha
(6t,) : io,",uxr)'*p-'
confidencelevel, we note that there existsa unique (17)
0,"*

f
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and equivalent number of independent samples for
combined time and angle sampling:

and equivalent number of independentsamples:
(18)
( ,

K,

r.

I**=#t)
N'n'

^,-, _ lN

'

(N-filpc{,)"m -2. v. sJ-

-*=r

(22)

t,

m=l

1 1'

r

l,)1

t - .

N-l

ra

-.)) p,
i-'
",(o
",*Tr)'i

=+. :#>(N
N,r',o,
IY

t\

ta

j=l

m=l

llr

is shown on the picture 8.

is shownon thenextPicture7.

To include range with the combined time and angle
sampling, N,, would be the number computed (for
time-angle) multiplied by the number of independent
samplesin range.
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and its normalized form:

(20)

p""(0",625)=ffi

Combining equation (20) with equation (12), the receiver correlation function at the output of logarithmic
module (including finite receiver bandwidth) become

(2r)

p,*(o,,6rs
) =#2, -rg
",67)'ii-'

l'i

e
-2

i
l

MHz

---0.@l

-t"

--'

Figure 7. Equivalentnumberof independentsamplesfor
averagingin rangespace( finite receiverbandwidthas
Parameter)

(1e)

4

I

t

Averaging in time and angle space. In a typical
pulsed radar system, e.g. MITSUBISHI RC34A'
weather echo signals are sampled at fixed ranges and
regularly spacedtimes while the antennaaxis changes
angular position at a constant rate. Under these conditions, one need only to consider time and range as
independent variables. Angle sampling is then related
to time in terms of a constant rotation rate. Correlation
function for angle and time at one range' at the output
of linear part of the receiver, is:

i
) z

MHz

tl
10
qnexNn l6rar

samples
for
Figure8. Equivalentnumberof independent
averagingin timeandanglespace( finite receiver
bandwidthasParameter
)

Let's take as numerical example radar MITSUBISHI
RC-34A at Kukavica radar site with the following
parameters:pulse width x -- 2W, antennabeamwidth
0t=20,

antennaelevation 0" =00, antennaspeed

a=360 /s, Doppler spectrumwidth o, =2AHz,
pulse repetition interval T,=5ms,

range sampling

interval (., =lf f -,n =322.58ns, and number of ave r a g e d p u l s eNs = 3 2 .
From figure 7 one can get the equivalent number of
independentsamplesin range space, 8.25, for typical
receiver bandwidth of Bu = 2MHz and from figure
8, considering the same set of radar parameters,the
equivalent number of independent samples in angle
and time space, 13.7. Finally, sampling in all three
domains gives the equivalent number of independent
samples, 172J5, as the product of the equivalent
numbers of independent samples in angle and time
spaceand range sPace.
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[6] KERRD.: "Propagation of Short Radio Waves",
McGraw Hill, 1951.

Manual implementation of classical non-Doppler radar MITSUBISHI RC-34A in hail suppressionactivities has been used till now. Automation of this process
including digital radar signal processing, radar data
processing, cloud cell tracking, precise launching of
rockets with seeding material, etc. increased efficiency of hail suppressionsystem in Serbia. Proposed
improved weather radar signal processing algorithm
thanks to receiver calibration accuracy, taking into
consideration receiver non matched bandwidth loses
and propagationloses, gives more accurateestimation
of equivalent reflectivity factor, the most important
measure for rocket launching decisions in hail suppression system and, as a consequence, increasing
systemefficiency.

[9] Pnonrnr-JoNss,1.R., 1962:"The Radar Equation in Meteorology",Quart. J. Roy. Meteor.
Soc.,88,485-495.
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REALIZATIONS OF A DIGITAL CLOCK RECOVERY IN A 8MBITIS 4.FSK
DIGITAL RADIO RELAY SYSTEM
Perii Dragana, Peri6 Miroslav
Institute IMTEL, Belgrade,Yugoslavia
Abslract - Realization of a digital clock recovery
circuit (DCR) for 2 and SMbit/s digital radio-relay
systems(DRRS) with 4-FSK modulation is described.
This circuit is realized in Inttice ispl'Sl devices, with
speed 60 MHz and 110 MHz which means that gate
ielays are near phase increment of digital oscilator.
The highlights of this realization are: (i) reduced
influence of great zero crossing jitter, due to
averaging in ffansition detector and (ii) work under
relatively low Eb/1,{0 (about 10 dBI At higher bit
rates, given DCR can be used as pre-shaper for
analogPLL,forextractionofadiscretecomponentat
symbol clockfrequency.

I.INTRODUCTION

(-30'C to +55oC). For that reason, in practical
realizations industrial and military grade components
must be used, that inevitably increase the equipment
price'
Considerable problem in practical realization of
DCR is the need for several times (N) higher clock
(fr,",) than the bit rate. Usually is N ) 8. In modern
equipment, DCR circuits are implemented usually up
b 2.sMbit/s (ffon is up to 20MHz). At higher bit rates,
typically up to 60MHz, PLL with VCXO is
implemented, that is, concerning wide temperature
range and aging, more costly and probably less
reliable solution.
In the theorv. there are numerous DCR realizations;

from themmosttypicalare[1]-[5]:
a) with threshold-crossingdetectors(usually zerocrossing)
maximum likelihood estimators

A. Speciftcson DCR in a DRRS

b)

inDRRS
are:
circuit
recovery
orcrock
Features

,r5:frnnT;r;T,t";;ittift";'#T:::

1. Great zero-crossingjitter caused by Nyquist
filtering of four-level signal at the end of
This is most evidentin cases..of
demodulator.
For 4-FSK modulation
eye-patterns.
multilevel
this jitter variesfrom 0.3 UI to 0.7 UI, depending
on the valueof equivalentNyquistfilter's roll-off
factor(a) (Fig. l.), and
2. work under relatively low ratiosEb/1,{0(about
i, ruovvvrrv'v
,or""p,iill"il -r\r 'rvurs'r
medium rD
10dB),becauseDRRS
fading influence.

::#t':i

realizationand often imply much higher clock than
symbol rate (N=16, 32, 64, lz],t41).Regardlessof
jitieiincreasJdueto rhe
,lJirutlon tyje, broughiup
-"quiuutenr
Nyquist filter
Uandwidttr ii*iting *itt
.e*int' degrades-DCRperforman"".fiiii problem
was investigatedin [1]' but for two-levelcasewhere
is less apparent(from 0 for o=1'
*it"l"ll]'"t common case' to 0'55 for cr=O)' For
:lt:l^,T.
simplicity of realization, we decided for the first
group.
B. Generalrequestson DCR

Requestson DCR concerningjitter are specified
underITU-T recommendations
[6]. They are:
1. Intrinsic outputjitter. The most critical a:e fast
jitter components(above3 kHz) that haveto be
lessthan0.2 UI. This meansthatphaseincrement
of DCR mustn'texceedthis margin.
toiitter at the inputports.DCR in line
2. Resistance
systemsare usually first order, so jitter at the
input portsis not a problem[5]' However,when
jitter by averaging,
minimizingthe zero-crossing
DCR bandwidthbecomesnarrower,the effect
which degradesthis characteristic.
3. Transferfunction. Repeatersmust not increase
jitter at input for more than 1 dB, under
assumptionthat artificially addedjitter is much
larger than intrinsic output jitter. Therefore, N
of4-FSK
Fig.1.Eye-Patterns
shouldbe largeenough,andaveragingmoderate.
As one can see,requestsputs on jitter performance
Joined technologicalproblem is that a baseband
unit is usuallypart of outdoorunit (ODU)' areconffadictedconcerningDCR bandwidth[7].
processing
so it has to work in extended temperafurerange
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N. PRACTICAL REALIZATION
A,Ilardwsre
Part of DRRS's baseband processingthat considers
STATE MCHINE

Fig.2 Blockscheme
of DCRcircuit
Signal from demodulatoris filtered by ow pass
filter, thereforea signal in point A is shapedas raised
cosine,which satisfiesNyquist criterion.This signal
is brought to three comparatorswhosethresholdsare
settled on maximum eye opening, using an AGC
circuit. Transition detector gives indication if the
transitionhappened
insideoneperiodof thefastclock
(ft",). ln the moment of transition, the phase of
recoveredclock (RrCl&)is examinedand decisionis
made about the phaseshifting in a digital oscillator
clock.Phaseis shiftedfor a valueof a quant+Ts/1,1,0
or -Ts/N, where Zs is duration of a symbol interval.
This decisionis madeafter averagingof precedingM
- 2 Mn - 1 phase comparator results. Circuit is
realizedas the statemachineworking on clockfo"r =
Nfs in Lattice ispLSI deviceswith maximal speed60
and110MHz.
The mostcomplexpart of DCR hardwareis averager.
It is implemented
in following way (Fig. 3):

The phase increment (-TsA{, 0 or +Ts/I.{) is coded
by two bits:
CAI - indicatesthat phaseshift exists and
!U/D - indicatesthe direction of the shift
This signals are obtained from phase comparator
and they are valid when transition (TRANS=I)
occurs. The up/down counter averages them, and
when it reacheso limit value of My2 or -My2 (second
complement) it enabled phase shift of digital
oscillator, and another averaging cycle begins. If the
counter does not reach limit values within M = 2 Muz
- 1 transitions, the phase shift of digital counter is
disabled, counters are reseted and another averaging
cycle begins. The averager of up to M=13 occupies
2.5 GLBs of Lattice chip [8], while if M enlargesup
to 61 it occupies 4 GLBs. Complete DCR occupies
one Lattice Megablock (8 GLBs).
B. Measarement Results
Measurements shows that in case of infinite
bandwidth, without zero-crossingjitter, (e.g. directly
from transmitting digital circuitry), without averaging,
amplitude of the inhinsic output iitter A1*p is 1r?{+6
.It does not dependon difference between real symbol
/s rate and clockf7,,/I,l (Af=fs - f7",,/lg (Fig. a.). Facior
6 depends on implementation, mostly of logical
devices speed,so it has slightly lower value for circuit
implementationin 110MHz device (0.132UI), than for
60MHz device(0.169).
On the other hand, frequency of intrinsic output
iittet $,,p) depends on f aad can be approximately
determined from the relation:
fi,op=I/Ti*o=I'l '/f.

= 2 M t n ' 1= M

Fig 3. Averagerstrucfure

(1)
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(M ,T*o), which is anotherreasonfor avoiding
jitter.
sufficientlylarge M to minimizezero-crossing
(30
good
to
50)
by
low
L**could be kept reasonably
scrambling[9].
f^";N

Af
--l
|
|

0.35

Fig. 4. Intrinsic jitter of infinite bandwidth system

0.30

But, when eye-patternis shapedby Nyquist filter
intrinsic jitter is drasticallyincreasedby increasing
jitter (factort1).Measurement
showthat
zero-crossing
jitter is
effect is more emphasizedif zero-crossing
larger than 1A{. The componentsof zero crossing
jitter are very fast. They are superimposedto
of infinite bandwidthDCR intrinsicjitter
components
(Fie5.).

-

4a111e6 1x digitalcrcuitry(0.06ul)
""'- Besselrg = ts (d = 1 o.3uD
----.d<1 (o.sur)
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Fig. 6. Symbolrecoveryintrinsicjitter for DCR
operationon SMbit/s(4Msymb/s)andN=8 (fr"'t= 32MHz)

100

+
*

10L
10

100
averagingM
Fig. 7. DCR 3dB bandwidth

Fig. 4. Intrinsicjitter of Niquistsystemwithout
averaging
This effect could be decreased, but not completely
avoided by averaging (fig 6). Some amount of
intrinsic jitter larger than in infinite bandwidth case
still exists even for large averaging factors M (M>10).
It is interesting that averaging slightly decrease
intrinsic jitter even for infini0e bandwidth case.
The main drawback of averagingis lower resistance
to incoming jitter, because of lower bandwidth of
DCR, so it is not capable of tracking incoming signal

(Fie7.).
Clock recovery circuit follows jitter at the input
ports without suppressionin case M=1. At low
frequencies,circuit addsjitter with factor less than I
dB (0.8 dB at fi;,=300H2 excited bY
Aiiy=0.8U1>>0.125UD'
Circuit works propedy until maximal distance
betweentransitionsL*, is muchlessthanproductof
averagingfactor and period of intrinsic outputjitter

Unfortunately, intrinsic jitter at bit rate for 4-FSK
case, is about twice larger than at symbol rate, for

8Mbit/s it does not satisfy ITU-T request for its high
frequency components it Af-$ - ff^, /l'{ is too large,
which practically means up to +5ppm. This requires
greater N for operation, at least 8 times bit rate, rather
than symbol rate, which means around 67MHz' This
bit rate is too large for realization not only in
mentioned Lattice chips, and more expensive chips
are required. This is the reason why this realization
for 8Mbit/s remains only laboratorial experiment, but
for bit rates lower than 4MbiVs it could be easily
applied. We already use this full digital DCR, with
N=16 and M=9, in digital radio-relay system

RRU13/2.
C. Possibilityof work on higher bit rates
In the processof analogueclockrecoveryfrom a 4which
level signalthe mostcritical part is pre-shaper
has to extract discretecomponenton the symbol
frequency.Afterwards,this componentis locked in
analoguePLL, whichis assimplerasthe extractionof

63

the discretecomponentis better.DescribedDCR
can be usedas good discretecornponentextractorfor
ratesup to 6MsymboVsin mentionedchips,but for
higherrates fasterchips are needed.Thus this idea
couldbe appliedfor up to i2MbiUs 4-FSK systemor
for 24Mbit/s16QAMsystem.
givesat the outputsignal
SinceDCR as pre-shaper
which frequencyis the sameas clock of incoming
signal,phase-frequency
comparatorPFC [10] could
be used.The main advantageof PFC is it doesnot
requireadditionalacquisitioncircuit evenin a caseof
steeposcillator characteristic.Filter in PLL can be
passive, and oscillator can be RC type with
prescaling,and can have very steep characteristic
(e.g.: f^"(V.il=0.5fs, f,*(V*)=I'5fs).
ttris
conditions could be easily achievedby '4046 or
similar circuit. For this frequencies(about lOMHz)
simpleanaloguePLL with passivefilter usuallyhas
bandwidthfrom 3 to 50kHz, so it would suppress
jitter and averagingis not needed.For
zero-crossing
suppressinghigher intrinsic jitter components(for
SMbit/ssystemthis meansfrom 3kHz to 400kHz)that
comesfrom DCR's phasestep (1/t{) its frequency
(f;",p) should be kept above analogue PLL's
bandwidth. This could be done by mismatching
DCR'smasterclock (increasingAf), but carefullyto
maintainrequirement:

ELECTRONICS,
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high jitter components.For lower rates, up to 4Mbit/s,
this digital DCR with N=16 satisfy all ITU-T
recommendations.For higher bit rates (e.g. 8Mbit/s)
this DCR, without averaging, can be used for
extraction of discretecomponent at symbol frequency,
that is phase filtered by simple analogue PLL, so
traditional narrow band filtering for complete
analogueclock recovery becomesunnecessary.
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RE,PORTOF THE TEI,SIKS'gg CONF'ERENCE
The 4th Conferenceon Telecommunicationsin Modern Satellite, Cable and
BroadcastingServices- TELSIKS'99was held from October13 through 15, 1999,at the
Facultyof ElectronicEngineering,Universityof Nis, Yugoslavia.It w1s organizedby the
Facultyof ElectromcEngineering- Nis, Ei HOLDING Co. - Nis and Radio-Televisionof
Serbia- Belgrade.
the auspicesof
This yearthe conferencewas arganizedunder
SerbianAcademyof ScienceandArt
YugoslavMinistry of Telecommunications
ScienceandEnvironment
YugoslavMinistry for Development,
SerbianMinistry of ScienceandTechnology
SerbianMinistry of Traffic andCommunications.
Having in mind that the last conferencewas evaluatedas a highJevel international
meeting, fgiSrcS Organizing Committee made much efforts during the time between
in additiat ta IEEE
TELSIkS'97 andTELSIKS'g9to providethe new IEEE sponsorships,
obtainedearlier.First of all, MTT-S technicalco-operative
MTT-Sco-operativesponsorship,
to be valid for this yearconferencetoo. Further,aftera coffinon
*u,
sponsorship
"o.rfir*"d
are obtainedfrom Antennasand PropagationSociety
co-sponsorships
procedure,-technical
Sociery(ComSoc)andIEEE Region8 aswell. In addition,for
?ef-g,IEEE Comrnwnicitions
is acceptedas an IEEE publication.Also,
Proceedings
the first time, this yearthe Conference
IEEE YugoslaviaSection,YugoslavSocietyfor MicrowaveTechniquesand Technology,
yugoslav-societyfor Telecommunications
and othershelpedvery much the organizationof
theConference.
wasvery intensive,a
In the time whenthepreparationof theTELSIKS'99Conference
Engineeringin Nis,
Electronic
of
war startedin our country.tri ouitoing of the Faculty
whereall activitiesaboutTELSIKS conferencehavebeenmade,was damagedsignificantly
by many attacksin its neighborhood.The conditionsfor any work at the faculty were very
OaO.1"tre Organizing Committee faced with a difficult question:break preparing the
It has
movethJconferenceto the following year or go on with the preparation?
conference,
Committee
to be noted that in that time the ConferenceChairman and the Organizing
receivedmanylettersfrom the foreignparticipants,reviewersandotherpeople,who wanted
to expresstheir support.Finally, the decisionwas made:go on! Despitesuch enormously
with other countries,
difficult conditionsincluding the problemswith mail communications
duringthe wartime,a very importantjob in conference
the organizefsalmostaccomplished,
organizing:the reviewingof the papersby internationalreviewboard'
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After the reviewing procedure and the paper selection, the Program and Organizing
Committee carried out further activities in TELSIKS'99 organizing. Final manuscriptsof the
acceptedpapers were received and preparedfor publishing in the ConferenceProceedings.
The final Conferenceand Workshop Programwas defined.
The Conference topics were: Satellite communications, Cable communication
systems, Radio communications, Mobile communication systems, Satellite and terrestrial
broadcast systems, Television technique, Applied electromagnetics, Antennas and
propagation, RF and microwave technique, Optical communication systems,
Telecommunicationand DSP integratedcircuits, Modulations and Coding, Signal processing,
Multimedia, Telecommunication networks, etc. TELSIKS'99 focused on modern
broadcastingtechnologies.
122 regular contributed papershave been acceptedfor oral or poster presentation.In
addition, a number of expertsin the areasof the conferencetopics were askedto presenttheir
researchresults, so 26 invited paperswere included in the Conferenceprogram. The authors
of regular and invited paperswere from 20 countries (USA, Canada,Japan,India, Australia,
China, New Zealand, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Switzerland, Poland, Hungary,
Romania, Russia, Repablic of Belarus, Ukrcine, Macedonia, Bosnis & Herzegovina and
Yugoslavia.
The Opening Session stafted by the speeches of Prof. Bratisiav Milovanovic
(ConferenceChairman),Prof. Branimir Djordjevic (rector of the University of Nis), M.Sc.
Branka Jokanovic (Chair of Yugoslav IEEE MTT Chapter),ZoranZivkovic (Nis Mayor) and
other speakers.The Conferencewas openedby the minister of Scienceand Technologyof the
Republic of Serbia.After that, a plenary sessionwith two invited paperslvas held. First of
them was a paper of Prof. Ilija Stojancvic,AcademyMember, SerbianAcademy of Science
and Art, Belgrade, Yugoslavia. His invited paper called "Radio at the CIutsetof the New
Millennium". The second invited p&per culled "Elumun Exposure to Electromagnetic
Fields from Mobile Phones" wss presented by Dr. Bela Szentpalifrom Reseurch Institute
for Technical Physics uvedMateri.flls Science,Budapest,Hungary.
The other invited papers and the regular papers were presentedin the scope of l7
parallei oral sessionsand 4 poster sessions.Almost each sessionstartedby one or several
invited papers.Unfortunately, it should be say that a number of participants from abroaddid
not attend the conference,mostly becauseof problems related to the sanctionsapplied to our
country. Despite of that, the sessionswere weil-visited and paper presentationswere foliowed
by many useful discussions.
In addition, the technical program included a workshop which name was "Tenestrinl
Broadcasting" (in Serbian language).It was held during the second day of the conference,
simuitaneouslywith the other activities. The workshop program inciuded three parts called:
"Law in Broadcasting", "Design and Equipment of Broadcasting Station.r" and "Future of
Broadcasting". The speakerswere from Yugoslav Ministry of Telecommunications,RadioTelevisionof Serbiaand Universitiesof Belgradeand Nis. The workshopwas followed by a
round table about the state and future of broadcastingin Yugoslavia. The interest in the
workshop and round table was great becauseof topics actuality.
The Conference was accompanied,traditionally, by an exhibition of researchresults
and industrial products related to the Conferencetopics. This was an occasionfor exhibitors
to make many contactswith people who work in the field of broadcasting,telecommunication
equipment and so on. This year 25 exhibitors took a part in the exhibition, for instance
"TELEKOM-Serbia", "ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY"-Nis, "IMTEL"-Belgrade, "SKY SAT

etc.
fromMontenegro,
COMMUNICATIONS"
During the exhibition, severai presentations were performed; for instance some
companiesas VF-TEL SIEMENS, IMTEL, NEXT, POGLED, SkySAT, e/c. presentedtheir
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